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1. FORMULATIONS OF THE ARGITMENT

1.1 Various versions of the logical connection argument (LCA)
have often not been prcperly distinguished.

1.2 The Humean distinct existences requirement (DER) is a basic
assumption of LCA.

1.3 Melden, and others, have taken DER to imply certain ildepen-
dence requirements orf the description of caltse and ef fect.
Collectively, these requirements are designated as 'RID'.

1.3.1 trrle may designate various formulations under RID as 'D-' .

A firät-gtãüp of arguments, based on various P,..,, ""., Ilot
be distiãguiãfred and their logieal structure förmalized.

L.3 .2 Sometimes it is explic
a motive or reason for

itly claimed that the statement of
an action in fact redescribes the

action, so that the descriptions are not appropr aLe v
independenL.

1.4 Melden also clraws a version of LCA from the claim that DER
makes it sensible to suppose that any cause might not have
been the producer of its actual effect; but that this
suppositiòn is not sensible for desires and the actions
they qre said to cause.

1.5 According to G. H. von trüright, the proponent of LCA would
hold that the premises of ã properly formulated practical
syllogism logióally entail its conclusion, whereas the
câusal theorist would deny this. Von !trright presents a
version of LCA based on the claim, roughly, that the prenises
and conclusion of a practical syllogism are not independentiy

, verifiable.

1.6 Some of von l,Iright's coÍtrnents suggest an entailment version
of LCA, and indéed this version has been widely argued.

1.7 Only formulations of LCA which rely upon de digto principles
are to be considered, although comments afle-õffered on 4g--f-g
necessity interpretations of the argument.

2. CAUSAL ÎHEORIES OF ACTIO}I

2.1 Not all causal theories of human behaviour are concerned with
the causes of actions. Some conflate the notions of action
and bodily nrovement. Others take the causes of observabl-e
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behaviour to be inner occurrences like desíres, motives,
and so oD, but consider the occurrences in these causal
relations to constitute actions.

2.2 This thesis defends those causal theories which take these
putative inner occurrences to be causes of actions. It is
especially concerned to defend a Davidsonian causal theory"

2.3 The proponent of LCA has to contend with causal theories
which incorporate a materialist ldentity Theory.

3. SOME REPLTES TO LCA

3.1 Consider the argumenËs based on RID:

3.1.1 It may be claimed that Ëhe causal theorist can satisfy
RTD.

¡.i.f.f If the Identity Theory is acceptable, an abundance of
descriptions is availabLe; although tieing specific
neurological descriptions to intentional counterpart-s
would be a Herculean task.

3. 1. 1. 2 Desi.res , volitions , and so oD, are datable, and hence
describable by using a variety of temporal markers.
I^le might also canvass the possibility of introducing a
primitive vocabulary. Contrary to arguments raised
against them, these descriptions satisfy the first two
formulations under RID.

3.1.1.3 Desires, for example, also seem to be describable along
a variety of intrinsic paramete
recognised by some supporters o
to be that they cannot be given

rs. This has been
f LCA. The reply seems
adequate intrinsic

descriptions.

3.1.2 I^le ,return to the argument of 1.3.2.

3.1.2.1 Davidson has argued that explantion by redescription is
compatible with causal explanation; and, in any case,
that the proponent of LCA misËakes what is merely q
grarmnatical link between independent descriptions for
redescription.

3.1.3 Davidson's last reply applies with equal force to the
arguments based on D, and Dr.

3.2 Davidson considers that, given a dispositional analysis of
wanting, his thesis that reasons are causes of actions comes
under attack from the entailment version of LCA, introduced
in 1.6. Davidson's main defense here is to reject the
dispositional analysis of wanËing.

3,2.1 I^Ihile Davidson's earlier arguments can be defended against
further attacks, he has not made out his case against the
dispositional analysis, nor, hence, against the entailment
version of LCA.
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3.2.2 Davidson can be further criticised, however, f.ot thinking
that the descriptions of reasons are fixed under C1,- and
that Cl is a condition on their description in the first
place. Thus his defense against the enEailment ergument
seems unnecessary.

3.2.3 Moreover, if we suPpose that the entailment argument-
rests upon the assumption that there are no alternative
descriptions, under wfricfr the implication fails, then
that aigument is easily shown mistaken.

3.3.1 The developmenÈ of an argument given by David Pears
suggests that either DER does not imply Dt-D4, oI else
DER is false.

3.3.1.1 This suggests a cormnent on the argume¡t of 1.4.

3.3.2 J. L. Mackie has an argument against the implication
from DER to Dr.

3.3.3 It seems plausíble to suppose that DER implies D1,
is therefore false.

3.3.4 However, DER does not imply Dt or DO.

3.3.5 If DER did imply D, or DO it would be false'

3.3.6 Moreover, DER would be false if it implied,D,, Dr,-
condition (P). But DER does inply Dt and (P), añd
fore is false.

3.4 DERfall.s into two parts, the first of which is obviously
recoverable.

4. VERIFTCATION AND ENTAILMENT

4.1 Let us consider a reformulation of the entailment argument'

Two connnon lines of criticism are worth considering.

However, the entail-ment argument does not, in any case,
survive the criticism that RID is not a condition on
cause and effect.

This leads us to consider von I^Iright's construal of the
issue between the causal theorist and the defender of
LCA in terms of the practical syllogism (PI).

üIhatever the nature of the "entailment" relation bet'¿een
ittã pt"*ises and conclusion of the practical syllogisn,
it cãnnot deliver the LCA conclusion.

4.3 lle may nov/ consider von i^Iright's requírement of independent
verifiability (R.TV) and its place ín his arguÏnent.

4.3.1 Von Inlright has not shown that RTV is not satisfied'

4.3.2 Indeed, it can be argued that RIV is satisfiable for
standard cases.

and

ora
there-

4.1.1

4.t.2

4.2.L

4.2.2



4.3.3

4.3.t¡

4.3.5

vl-

Examination of von I,rlrightts arguments for the inter-
ãäpãttãã"". of verifica[ion of the premises and conclusion
;i'ah¿ piactical syllogism reveals- (a) that the practieal
syfiðgiäm is an inâpprõpri_ate device for establishing
iiã-iõe conclusion ïia i5V; (b) that von i^Iright relies

nt whích, if ít were acc-
rest of his argument
ay he construes them, the
þractical sYllogism are,

able.

The l.iittgensteinian analysis itself is cloudy oT even
confused.

The whole of von l^Iright's argument is undercut by-
considerations of Chãpter 3, -which show that neither
DEä-;;;;-inããe¿, RIV äre conditions on cause and effect.
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I am indebted to M. C. Bradley, who has patiently

supervised this thesis, and from whorn I have learnt most

of what I know about philosophical analysis.
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1.1

F ations
of the ArgwrÀent

The various arguments which may be subsumed' under the

rubric "The Logical Connection Argument" have undoubtedly

sustained one of the ¡nost vigorous debates in the philos-

ophy of action. A mark of this is the now established

convention, which I shal1 adopt, of referring to such an

argument by the acronym 'LCA'. LCA aims prirnarily to show

that human actions do not have psychological causes, and

hence are not causally explicable in those terms, because

psychologieal occurrences do not have Ëhe requisite logical

qualifications to count as the causes of actions. Yet, in

spite of .considerable exchange in the literature, nrâny of

the issues involved have remained hazy. As I hope to make

clear, this is partly due to the fact that the various

versions of LCA differ in ways which have not always been

properly distinguished, either by proponents or antagonists

Our first task, then, is to separate these various versions

of LCA and, where appropriate, to indícate their relation-

ships.

One much quoted source of LCA is A. I. Melden's book Free

Action.l Indãed, Melden puts a number of formulations of

1çLo.rdorr: Routled
similar to Þfelden's have

L.2

ge & Kegan Paul, 1961). Views
Ëeen exþressed by a large nurnber
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the argument aS forcefully as any writer, so that T^7e mav,

without prejudice to LCA, begin by considering what he

2has to say. In Free Action , and elservhere, Melden

attempts to establish that causal theories of action are

not only false, but radically confused. He claims that

reference to a person's motives oT desires, for example,

does not explain that person's actions by indicating inner

causes, but rather by redescribing the action. Thus, he

tells us:

Traditionally, Imotives and desiresl have been con-
strued as causal faciors, internal thrusts or pushes
that issue in movements or actions, the distinction
between which has generally been obscured by the
muddying term 'oveit behaviour'. But the connection
betwäen these and action is j . . a logical connection,
not causal. It is impossible to grasp the concepts'
of motive and desire independently of the concept of
an action. And, further, the sense in which a motive
or a desire explains an item of conduct is altogether
different fronr- the sense in which, sâY, the presence
of a spark explains the exPlosion of a mixture of
petrol vapour and air. Oul concern with matters of
äonduct, irt inquiring into a man's motive or desire,
is not tó diseõver how it is that a case of a

bodily movement, now understood as an action, has been
produêed. Our concern, rather, is to learn something
more abqut the character of both the man and his
action. J

Behind these

requirement,

claims, and others like them, lies a general

attríbuted to Hume, that contenders for the

of writers. See, for examPle, in the same series, R. S.
Peters, The Concept of Motivat ion (f958), pp. 18-26; Peter
l,Iinch, TEe-fãea of a Social Science and its Relation to
Philos h (r95 8) , Chap. 5; An thony Kenny, AC t 10n Emot ton

i963) , p.60
2Notably in 'Desires as Causes of Actions, 'in

CurtCurrent Philos hical Issues: Essa s in Honour of

s, 1966) .

Free Action,

CASSE, comp. an e T
oma

3M.ld"rr, pp. 17L-72.

yer Prrn8-
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relation of cause and effect be "distinct existents such

that the occurrence of ei¡her is logically independent of

the other".4 So Melden's claim is that this requirement

is not satisfied by motives, desires, and So OD, and the

actions which theY exPlain.
. In Book I of the Treatise, Hume' coÍtrnenting on

the idea of necessary connection, says that:

. nothing is more evident, than that the htrman
mind cannot iorm such an j.dea of tI^/o objects, as to
cOnceive any connexion betwixt them, oI comprehend
distinctly that por\7er or efficacy, by which !h.y are
united. 'Such a connexion wou'cl amount Lo a deinonstra-
tion and wou'd imply the absolute im-possibility.for
the one object not to follow, or to be conce-iv'C not
to follow üpott the other: which kind of connexion has
ãiready ¡eãå-i.j"ãt"¿ in al1 cases.5

Later, in Book II, he says more specifically cjÍ cause and

effect that:

All those objects, of which we call th9 one cause and
Ëhe other effect, consider'd in thernselves, are as
distinct añE- seþaTate from each other, âs any two
things in nature, nor can v7e ever, by the most. acc-
urate survey of them, iqfer the existence of the one
from'that oî the other.6

Such statements, I presume, provide the warranÈ for rn'hat

Melden takes as the distinct existences requirement, which

I shall call 'DER' and formulate as follows:

DER If c causes E, then c and E are distinct exis-
Ëences, such that it is conceivable that either
one can occur without the other'

luIelden, 'Desires as Causes of Actioos,' P

5Da'r,rid Hume,
Selby-Bigge (Oxford:
L6L-62.

A Treat ise of Human Nature, êd
Oxfor

130.

L. A
pP.

6 Ibid. , p. 4A5 .

d Univers ity Press, 1E88),
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Meld.en's standard move is to take DER to imply that Ehere

are certain requirements on the description of cause and

effect, which may be summarized aS the requirement that

they be independently describable. I call Ëhis require-

ment 'RID', but the details must await further discussion'

The way is now paved for a number of applications

of LCA, based on the following general line. The occu-

rrences which the causal theorist claims are cause and

effect cannot satisfy DER because they cannot satisfy RID;

so causal theories fail. The applications differ, how-

ever, in the reasons given for the failure to comply with

RID. Sometimes iË is claimed that the appropriate desc-

riptions are not to be found in our language. More often,

however, the claim is the stronger one, that the needed

descrip tions loeically cannot be produced. A third line

of argument maintains that to refer to the motive or

intention vrith which the agent acted is merely to give a

further account of the action. That is, it is claimed

that we do not have two events under consideration, aS

the' causal theorist suggests, but only one under two

different descriptions. The first two of these claims

occur in a bundle of arguments which arise frequently

throughout Free Action, and therefore will be taken

together. The third I shal1 treat separately'

1.3.1 For the purposes of reformulating the first group of

arguments T¡re ûây, without undue distortion, impose the

following structure. Let Dn be any condition placed on

the description of cause and effect such that either
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D_ : RID, or RID implies Dn.
11

conclition on cause and ef fect,

Since DER is a necessary
7 

^nd 
given that DER

implies RID as claimed, D' is a necessary condition on

cause and effect. Given all thís, failure to comply

with Dn is also failure to comply v¡ith DER. LCA may

now be stated formally as follows. Let c and e, respec-

J.iveiy, stand for the causal theorist's putative cause

and effect, and let 'cR x, y' stand for 'x is the cause

of y', 'DER x, y' for 'x and y satisfy DER', 'RID x, y'

for 'x and y are describable in suc.h a 1'Tay as to satisfy

RID' , and tDr, *, y' for 'x and y are describable in such

a way as to satsifY Drr' Then,

(1) (x) (y) (CR x, Y + DER x, Y)
(2) (x) (y) (DER x, Y RID x, Y)

(3) (x) (y) (RID x, Y + Dn x, Y)

(4) - Dà9, e

(5) CR c, e DER c, e (1)

(6) DER c, e RID c, e Q)
(7) RID c, e + Dn c, e (3)

(8) - RID c, e (4,7)
(9) - DER c, g (6,8)
(10) - CR c, e (5,9)

Let us nov/ turn to the conditions Dn. Melden

claims that "the pairs of events \¡7e come to identify as

cause and effect must be identifiable and hence describ-

able independently of that causal property that each has

7ln-taking cause and effect as "Humean" it is
only this part of-Hurne's analysis which is aqgpted..This
*t"Ít of Hume's analysis is also assumed by a1l versions
of LCA. To insist, as against Hume, that there is a

necessary connection between cause and effect, rerrders
LCA entirely misguided.
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T¡rith respect to the other".B Thus, in presentj-ng his case

against the theory of volitions, Melden says:

How shall we describe the alleged action of
willing? Surely a description of this action indepen-
dently of the consequence alleged for it-the production
of a muscle movement-must be forthcoming. Let us cali
the act of willing A: then A produces B (a inuscle move-
ment), this being taken as a causal sequence. Now in
general if A causes B, a description of A other than
that it has the causal Property of producing B must be
forthcomirg, otherwise 'A causes B' degenerates into
'the thing that produces B produces B"v

Here we have a requirement falling under RID, which I will

call 'D

Dl For C to be the cause of E, C must be describable
other than as 'the cause of E' .10

Later in his discussion of volitions, Melden says that if

volitions can only be understood as "the willing of a

muscle movement", then "the willing in question cannot be

a cause of the muscle movement, Since the reference to the

muscle movement is involved in Ëhe very descripLion of the

willing"..11 Again, arguing against the causal efficacy of

desires, he states: "If therefationIbetween desire and

actionl T¡rere causal, the wanting to do would be describable

independently of any reference to the doing".12 Hence Dr:

8M"1d".r, 'Desires as Causes of Actiofs,' p. 131.

1

9M"ld"rr, Free Action, p . 46.
Browne, 'Can Desi6G-Bã CaüFes of Ac

See also, D. A
tions?' Canadian

Journal of Philos Supplementary Volume 1, PatE 2

Pp.

(1e7 4) ,

10_-'For present purposes lüe need onl-y frame the
requirements to cover descriptions of putative causes,
since this is where the deficiency is claimed to lie.

l1l"l"ld"rr, l'ree Action, pp. 54-55.
12tbid., p. 128. See also, Richard Taylor, Agll9l

and Purpose (Engiäwood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hal1, !966),
pp. 72, 222-23.
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D2 For C to be the caì.lse of E, c must be descri.bable
without reference to E.

However, Melden also makes the stronger cla.im that the

desire, âS Humean impression, "must be describable without

reference to any event or object distinct from it".13 And

a little later, when discussing the suggestion that endeav-

our might be a causal factor in obtaining what is desired,

he says that if this vrere so, "it v¡ou1d be possible to

describe [the endeavour] without referring in any vTay to

anything else in or out of the proceedings" .14 Elsewhere,

Melden infers this same requirement from the claim that

"every entity that does or can stand in causal relations

not only has relational properties, but intrinsic properties

as vrell" .15 This gives us D3,

Dg For C to be the cause of E, c must be describable
by reference to its intrinsic properties.

Later (in Chapter 3) v¡e will find that Melden must be

ínterpreted as insisting on a yet stronger interpretation

of RID. For noÌ¡r, however, and favourably to Melden, we may

take'him as claiming that, in any given case, RID is sat-

isfied only if each of these three conditions is satisfied.

It should be noted, moreover, that if D3 is satisfier1 then

both D, and D, are satisfied also.

Let us turn to the arguments for the claim that Dn

Ís not satisfied for c and e. I^Ie should note that the

13M"1don,

14_. . .lÞad. ,

15M"1d"r,,

Free Action, p. 114.

p. 115.

'Desires as Causes of Actíorls, ' p. 131.
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reasons given for the failure to satisfy D' fall- into two

groups. sometimes it is claimed that the needed descrip-

tions are not forthcomitg; in other places it is claimed-that

ís not logically possible to produce them. Thus $7e should

distinguish bet\^zeen the claim that D' is not satisfied, and

the stronger claim that it is not able '

In the case of volitions, Melden concludes that

descriptions independent of the volition's putative causal

efficacy are not forthcomirrg.16 The claim is that D, is

not satisfied. Inlhen he does finally raise the issue of the

logical possibJ-lity of independent descriptions of volitions '

vre find that Melden is addressing hímself to D, rather than

D1. He says that "no account of the alleged volitions is

intelligible that does not involve a reference to the re1-

evant bodily phenomerr"".17 Parallel claims for other

putative causes of actions also occur throughout Free Action'

Melden says in his discussion of desires as causes, for

example, that:

If the relation vTere causal, the wanting to do would
b., indeed must be, describable independ"llly of anI
referen"á-to the dóing. But it is lôgically essential
to the wanting that it is the wanting to- do ?Smething
of the requirõd sort with the thing one has ' rö

Of course, claims of this sorL also provide a ground for

the stronger thesis, that a desire, f.ot example, logically

16yot. accurately, Melden considers that there are
no saEisfactorv alternative descriptions ' He does discuss-Jtt"Ërgg""Èï."'ti,ãt volitions are to be consiciered as sui
seneris and, i;.;¿;, "" ¿."ãiiUã¡f. by a set of primitive
L_terms r-r,.too,rããã fot the purpose. Sêe Freç :þ1icn' Chapter
V. For further comment on tiris see Chaþter-3-5ell-ow,. and

M: C. Bradley, 'Two Logical Connection Arguments and Some

Þ-rincipf." "6órrt 
Causal Connectiofl,' Erkeñntnis, forthcoming

17M"lden,

lSrbid. , p

Free Action

L28 .

p. 53.
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cannot fulfil the condition that "as Humean cause or inter-

nal impression, it must be describable without reference

to anything slse", which is the requirement D".19 Indeed,
J

claims which imply that D, is not satisfiable a'bound. Thus,

for example, we are further told of desires that "no account

is inteiligible that does not refer us to the thing desired",

and that ""ny description of the desire involves a logically

necessary connection with the thing d.esired".20 These

sorts of claims are a feature of Melden's discussion, and

it is perhaps unnecessary to give further examples at this

stage, taking those above as representative.

I now come to the version of LCA based on the claim that,

since ascription of reasons, intentions, motives, and so

oD, is in fact redescription of actions, rn7e do not have

distinct events but simply two descriptions of the one

event. In discussing a driver's motive in signalling a

turn, for example, Melden claims Ehat:

As the alleged cause of the action, it cannot serve
further to charactexize the action. As motive it
must-for it te1ls us what in fact the persort was
doing. It informs us, qua motive, that the action of
raisfng the arm was in Éact the action of giving
informãtion to others to the effect that the driver
r^7as preparing to make a turn In short, citing
the iriotive wãs giving a fuller charactetLzation of the
action; it was indeeã providiFg a better understanding
of what the driver was doing.¿r

19tbid., p. 114.
20r¡id., p. rt4. other proponents of.

ulated in this section ere Charl-es Taylor, in
tíon of Behar¡iour (Loncion: Routledge & Kegan Pa

LCA as form-
The Ex lana-

þ.-fL-; T. F.E.reney, 'Intentions and Causet-, ' At]"l¿Elg--
(fgOO), p. 23; Alan- trrIhite, The Philosophy of Mind (New Y

Random House , L966) , p. L47.

).t
ork

P. 88.
21M.1d"rr, Free Action
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Again he says:

The incoherence ínvolved in the doctrine of acts of
volition is the confounding of two quite distin-c'r,
senses of-i"*pi"n"tion': cãusal explanation with the
familiar explänation of conduct in terms of motives '

To the extent to vrhich Humean causes of anything
iaking place wher, a Person acts are cited' f,o action
is beín^g explained j-ñ this familiar and importan¡
sense. To ïire extent to which an action is being
ã"piãi".¿ in this same sense of the ltT*: l?.I"ference
to an interior mental occurrence is being made.¿¿

In short, it is being claimed that those so-called psych-

ological descriptions which v/e use in explaining an

agent's conduct aTe in fact action descriptions. They are

therefore not appropriately independent descriptions (even

on D2). DER is nor satisfied, and the positing of a

causal relationship is fundamentally confused.

Donald Gustafson identifies yet another form of LCA in

Melden's writirrg".23 Melden claims that DER allows, not

just that causes can sensibly be supposed to occur in the

absence of their effects (and vice versa), but that it is

at least conceivable that this should always be so. How-

ever, according Eo Melden, the claim that desires' sâ¡l'

might never have accompanied the actions that they','aTe

supposed to cause, is incoherent:

If there is a Humean causal relation between our
desires "tã our doings such that, given our desire
certain rãievant doiãgs invariably occur' then it

Z2:lbid., p

S,
is

tion of Behaviour
23oorru

vs. Ca
Metap

90. See also C. TaYlor,
p. 37.

The Explana-

Reasons
Action,'

lci Gustafson, 'A Critical Survey of tþu
uses Arguments in Recent Philosophy or
hilosopÈy 4 (f973), PP - 26.a-97 '
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at least thi-nkable that no desire should ever have
this consequence. But, since this,is the alleged
elucidatioá of the sense in which desires cause agents
to do something about what it is that they vlant-, the
ittaãp"naence rãquirement a ounts to the claim that it
is "t least thinkable that no desire of any kind ever
causes any agent to try to do- anything about it ' This
is nçË meíeli fa1se, odd or fantastic; it is incoher-
en:- ./+

It is difficult to make sense of this argument-at least,

given that it is supposed to establish that desires cannot

be causes. Even so, we need to ask why Melden thinks it

incoherent to suppose that desires never "cause" actions '

Surely we can conceive of the world as being vastly diff-

erent from what in fact it is . I^Ihat Melden maintains,

however, is that "the supposition does more than pose a

radical change in the actual course of nature; rather, it

presents us with ci::cumstances in which cur concept of
o5-h.o"" the incoher-desire no longer has any application ttL

ence.

1.5 In his book ExPlanat ion and Unders tanding, G . H . von Vtrright

argues that, while Melden and others who have advanced LCA

are substantially correct, the articulation of the arguinent

has been, to varying degrees, defectíu".26 He attempts to

remedy this by reformulating LCA using ihe notion of

verification:
Agoodwayoft-acklilEthglogicalconnection

argument i; in terms of veriflcation.- Let it be asked
how, in a given cas e , on!_ãõõãEãffi (verif ies ) whether

2fue1den,

25

26

lblo., P

(London:

'Desires as Causes of Actiols, ' PP'

. 133.

Routledge & Kegan Paul, 197:.), PP'

132- 33 .

93-9 4
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an agent has a certâin intention, "wills" a certain
thin[*and also how one finds out whether his behaví'our
is ol a kind which his intention or will is supposed
to cause. Shculd it turn out that one cannot ans\^7er the
one question without also answering the other, then the
intention or will cannot be a (humean) cause of his
behavi-our. The facts which one tries to establish
r^rould not be logically independent of one anotiner -27

In order to tackle the problem of verification, hovrever,

von l^lright first introduces a practical syllogism (PI):

(PI) A intends to bring about P.

A considers that he cannot bring about g unless

he does a.

Therefore A sets himself to do ^'28

He then argues that the issue between the causal theorist,

or "causalist", and the proponents of LCA, rvhom he calls

"intentionalists", can be seen by considering their respec-

tive views as to the validity of the practical syllogisrl'

Von !üright tells us that, according to the latter, the

premises and conclusion of the practical syllogism, when

properly formulated, exhibit an entailment relation.

Presumably, then, von I^lright holds that when (PI) is

properly formulated it becomes deductively valid. Noi so

according to the causal theorist, however, for he woul-d

require at least the addition of a relevant covering law

to the list of premises before allowing that they entail

the conclusion. But then (PI) would have the form of ¿n

ordinary covering-law explanation. In any case, according

to the causal theorist, (PI) is a causal inference.

27rb.'d,. , pp.
pP. 5l-52.

ecause it is

94-95. Cf. R. TaY 1or, Act-ion a.nd
enta ilsAccording to TaYlor, 4n action

our entiie criterion for saYinP ose
a vrant g !,¡na t
an agent wanted.

28--von l^Iright, p. 96.Explanation and llnders tanding
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Von lJright proceeds to modify (PI) in various vrays

in order to account for a variety of possibilities which

render the original formulation inadequate. Finally he

arrives at the following schema which, I take it, is held

to be logically binding:

From nov/ on A intends to bring about P at time t.

From norv on A considers that, unless he does a at no

later thah at t', he cannot bring about P. at time t.

Therefore, no later than when he thinks time t-' has

arrived, A sets himself to do gåounless he forgets
about the tíme or is prevented.o'

Comíng to the issue of verification, von tr{right informs us

that the problem of whether there is a causal or a logical

relation between the premises and conclusion of the prac-

tical syllogism can be settled by attention to the further

problem of how the statements which go to make up the

syllogism can be confirmed or disconfirmed. Roughly, he

argues that there is no \^¡ay of verifying the Bremiseé of

the practical syllogism without also verifying the conclu-

sion 
:od, conversely, that we cannot verify the conclusion

without also verifying the premises. Von !'lright concludes

that the interdependence of the verification of the premises

and conclusion of Ëhepractical syllogism sho'¿s that the

facts to be established are not logically independent, and

hence exclude a causal relation between the intention-belief

complex and the acLion which it explains.

29 Ibid., p. 1-07
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lrlhile von V'Iright's is the only comprehensive treatment of

LCA in terms of verification, the claim that the statement

of intention and belief entail the action statement has

been widely argued in supPort of the LCA conclusion. For

example, M. F. Cohen writes:

Motive explanations of human behaviour violate
the contingency principle of empirical causality
because there is an internal relationship between a
motive explanation and the statement of the actíon
which it is an explanation of. This internal relation-
ship holds becausè,of the way in which (1) motives, (2)
beliefs about how things may be brought about in the
world, and (3) actions are relate<i. The intimate
connection between these is this: a motive
explanation of a particular action ascribes not olly a
motive (a want, oi desire, etc.) but a belief or bel-iefs
to the person who performed the action. That is, the
action does not follow from a desire or want alone but
from the desire or want together with a particular
belief or set of beliefs. But the motive and belief
taken together determine in an a priori fashion what
action can be said to follow from the desire. Hence
the connection between the motive explanation and the
statement of the action which it explains is not empi-
rical but analytie, and the motive explanation fails to
satiçfy the contingency principle of empirical causal-
ity.30'

Hence r^re may also treat the entailment claim separately

from the issue of verification.

Finally, I note that there is yet another version of LCA,

although I will not be considering it below. As we have

seen, it is a coûmton theme of proponents of LCA that there

is a necessary relation holding between descriptions of

psychological occurrences and descriptions of actions, and

that this precludes a causal relation between the events

described. However, some advocates of LCA are prone to slide

30Mende1 F. Cohen, 'Motives, Causal Necessity, and
Moral Accountability, ' Australasian Journa.l of Philos h
(1964) , p.
R. Taylor,

33f. See also Me ee t OD, pp.
Action and Purpose, pp.5I{52; E. ra

Explanation of' Behaviour, p. 33.
ylor, The

L+¿
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into talking about necessary relations between the occu-

rrences themselves-not jusi between descripticlns of them.

In positing a relation of de re necessity, which then

precludes a causal relation, a quite distinct version of

LCA is fot*"d.31

In Melden's discussion of motives, fot example, v7e

are presented with the case of a driver who raises his arm

as he approaches an intersection. After some discussion

Melden concludes:

Frorn the driver's statement that he raised his arm in
order to inform others of what he was about to do
Ii.e., turn at the intersection], it follows logically
that he was signalling or at least attempting to
signal. If ,thãn, the motive vrefe some event either
concurrent with or antecedent to the action of raising
the arm, there would needs be a logically necessary
connection between t\,r'o distinct events--the alleged
motive and the action, however it is described. This
is impossible if ^çhe sequence motive->action is a

causai relation.32

First we are told that, from the fact that the driver's

motive in raising his arm r¡7as to inform others that he was

about to turn at the intersection, it follows logically

that he wás signalling. From this Melclen concludes that,

i.f thè motive and action are to be conceived of as occu-

rrences in an appropriate temporal relation, the occurrence

which is the motive and the occurrence which is the action

are connected by logical necessity. That the logical

necessity is a relation between occurrences, and not between

descriptions of them, is reinforced by the claim that this

31Fot a discussion see W. D. Gean, 'The Logical
Connection Argumen t and de re Necess American Philos-

hic.al arLerl 12 (197Ð-, pp. 3¿¡9 nd Robert C.

c AT oî, vlse d "Logical Conn rr Argtrment, t

0.Ph j.losophica I Studies 27 (1975), pP.

ity,'
-54, a
ection

217 -2
32M.ld"rr, Free Action , pp. 88-89.
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relation holds independently of how the occurrences are

described. Finally, it is the logically necessary connec-

tion between the occurrence of the motive and the occurrence

of the action rvhich precludes a causal relation between

them.

As the considerations involved in assessing tþe

essentialist claim embodied in this version of LCA diverge

from those which arise from the other arguments presented

above, I shal1 set this case aside. However, it is worth

noting that a general essentialist doctrine asserting

necessary connections between distinct occurrences is the

very doctrj-ne which Hume argues against in his discussion

of necessary connectiorr.33 One cannot consistently argue

both for it and LCA. Even a restricÈed essentialist claim,

which is presumably what would be required here, would run

counter to Hume . For l{ume' s doctrine, that there is no

necessary connection between the occurrence of the cause

and that of the effect, is, ãt least in part, founded on an

independence claim taken to apply quite generally to all

distinct occurrences.

33Treatise, Book I, Section XIV.
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2

Causal Theorj.es of r{ctíon

Before attempting to evaluate the arguments of the first

chapter, wê should establish precisely what causal

theorists are maintaining. Indeed it is especially import-

anrt to do so, for, as \^7e shall see, there is no¡ just one

causal theory of action. Rather, quite different, even

íncompatible,theories are offered; so that while some

version of LCA might well hold against one causal theory

it may well fail against another.

As a preliminary point, wê should note that not

all theories of human behaviour aim to give a causal

account df actions. Insteád, it is Sometimes maintained

thaË our ordinary notion of human action has no place in

the scientific study of behaviour. Or, more radically,

it is denied that there ere any such things as actions to

be explained in the first place. Now, regardless of their

tenability, these views have attracted firm adherents in

psychology and elsewhere. One result of this is the wide-

spread use of terms like 'overt resPonset and 'organism'

in place of the ordinary words 'action' and 'person'; and,

on the other hand, the reorientation of words like

'behavíour' and 'performance' when employed as technical

terms. At the very least, the adoption of this vocabulary

marks a refusal to distinguish ,between bodily movements
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and actions. Hornrever, whebher a case can be made f-ot this

TrJay of talking, or whether, âs Melden complains,l the

categories of action and bodily movement ha've been wantonly

conflated, is an issue I shall not consider here. At least

for present purposes, I shall assume that this <iistinction

needs to be maintained and so concentrate on those causal-

theories which attemPt to account for human action.

I^le must be careful to distinguish here between

causal theoríes which, like those mentioned above, do not

recognise actions aS a Special class of occurrences, and

those which reduce actions to bodily occurrences ' srlch aS

movements of limbs and muscles, ol the basis of their

causal antecedents. For an action may be taken as a bodily

sequence which has certain causal antecedents, quite diff-

erent in kind from those of, sâY, a reflex jerk or

spasmodic display. Thus David Pears tells us that the

causal theorist

. is using the word 'acËion' proleptically. That
is to sây, whãn he says that practical desires cause
actions,-he means that they cause bodily movements,
which, ú"çrrr". they are so-eaused, are the actions that
they are./

Secondly, there is another formulation of a causal

theory which I shall not be defending below. According to

this theory an action is a bodily sequence together with

1See Free Action, p. 200f,.

2David Pears, 'Desires as Causes of Actiolls , ' in
The Human A ent: al Institute o f Philos Lectures,

re c tout ano
'The Logi
Quarterly
118- 19 .

does noÈ
as it fai

es gow, p.
Arcal Connection gument,' American Philcs hi-cel

Monograp h Series, 4 (19 pp. , êsP- pp
0n Stoutlan d's interpretation, the causal theorY
seem to be an action theorY, ãt least
ls Èo specify Eñe ããuses of actions.

in as much
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certain of its causal antecedents. Thus a causal sequence

of the kind volition_>bodíly movement may be held to

constitute an action.3 For I raise :-my, arm, f.ot examPle-

as opposed to my arm's merely going up-by moving certaín

muscles (and having the muscle movements cause the arm to

rise) . According to Ehe theory of volitions, I do thís

by willing my muscles to move (and having them move as a

result) . So I raise my arm by moving my muscles, and I

move my muscles by an act of will. The càúsa1 sequence

volition-+muscle movement+arm movement constitutes the

action of raising the arm. 0n this account we must look

further afield for the causes of the action. Perhaps,

irmnediately, to certain neurological events, and then

beyond to a wide range of environmental factors.

I wísh to contrast this theory with those which

take desires, motives, beliefs, and so ofl, or Some combina-

tion of these, as the causes of actions. Following

Mackie,4 that contrast can perhaPs best be put as follows.

"A's raising of his arm" is taken by what vre may call the

constitutive theory to be redescribable as the causal

relation,

A's desiring to raise his ¿11¡¡+Ars arrir rising.

According to a causal theory of this kind, one is mistaken

in Ëakíng Ehe effect of the desire to be describable as

'rArs raising of his arm", f.ot that is, in effect, to

incorporate the description of the desire in the descrip-

3 f.or example, J. L. Mackie, The Cement of the
ord: Oxford University Press,

See,
(OxfUniverse

4rbid., p. 2gB.

, P.
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tion of the effect. That is to saY, to state the causal

relation as,

A's desire to raise his ¿1¡n-¡['s raising of his arm

is taken as stating the peculiar claim that,

A's desire to raise his arm+(A's desire to raise his
¿¡¡n->['s arni, risirg) .

As this analysis shows, these two sorts of causal theory

are not logically compatible. The statement of the causal

relation as one ¡vhere desires are causes of actions,

analyses as a nonsensical claim given the redescription

of "A's raising of his arm" which is proffered by the

consEtLutive theorY.

Bynotsupplyingadefenceoftheconstitutive

theory I do not rnean to imply that the theory is not worth

defencling. Rather, I do not do so because LCA is not

usual}y an attack upon it, but upon causal theories of the

contrasting sort. Moreover, it is the other sorË of

formulation that most causal theorists have been taking

themsel-ves to defend (pace Mackie) '

Traditionally, the causal account takes actions io be

caused by inner mental processes or events. An agent's

actions are variously held to result from such things as

his motives, reasons, intentions, and desires ' It is now

generally recognizecl, hor'/ever , that , s trictly speaking ,

these innèr mental events could not by themselves be

causally productive of the actions they are taken to

explain, but must be accomPanied by some appropriate

belief or belief s. A wel-l lcnown formulation of this view

is that defended by Donaici Davidson in his paper 'Actions,
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Reasons, and Causes'.5 Davidson maintains that, when

an agent acts for a reason, the agentts reason is the

cause of that action: More preciselY, if B is the

primary reason why an agent performed an action, then

R ís the cause of that action; where a primary reason

consists of a pro-attitude of the agent towards actions

of a certain kind, and his belief that the action in

question is of that kind.

I,ihile I shall mainly be concerned to defend a

Davidsonian version of the causal theory against the

onslaughts of LCA, I also hope to show that the simpler

theories (such as, that desires are a eause of actions)

do not fall to those arguments.

It is proper here to briefly consider further the part

bodily functioning is held to play in a causal theory.

Obviously positing a simple causal relatiorr of the sort

desire-+action or (desire, belief)->action is taking

a somewhat schemaEic or synoptic view of the proceed-.

ings. It is not seriously in doubt that mention of

efferent nerve firings, nruscle contractions, and so oD,

must be written into the fine print of an adequate

causal theory; but let us take this for granted.

A more controversial contention, and one ob-

viously relevant to LCA, arises frorn materialist acc-

ounts of mental occurrences. According to a standard

materialist 1ine, if intentions, desíres, and so forth,

5 Journal rrf Philosophy 60 (1963) , pp. 685-700.
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are to figure in our causal theory at all, then they are

to be seen as identical with certain physical occurrences

(usually taken to be brain-processes). Alternatively,

some materialists argue that, given suitable progress in

neurophysiology, these mental entities will come to be

seen aS non-existent, and that the function vle no\^7 take

them to perform is in fact performed by certain brain-

processes. The view that desires, for example, are

nothing over and above certain brain-processes gives us

an ldentity Theory of desire along the lines proposed for

sensations by J.. J. C. Smart and others.6 The second

position suggests the theory of Eliminative Materialism,
'l

firstproposed by Richard Rorty.' In following Rorty, wê

might sây, not that desires ale identical with certain

brain-processes, but that what people now call 'desires'

are nothing but brain-processes.

0n an elíminative theory of desire there are no

desires, Êo matter how they are conceived; and, by an

extension of the theory, Do reasons, volitions, intentions,
. 8 a ,r -! --1 ! -1- ,7^^'anct so on. Thus causal theories which propose desirels ,

sây, as a cause of actions are taken to be mistaken. For

6

cessês, t

7

egories, '
I

See J.
Philos

J . C. Smart, 'Sensations and Brain Pro=
hical Review 68 (1959), pp. 141-56.

'Mind-Body ldentity, Privacy and Cat-See his
Review

leave us
(and, by
des ires ,
this is
"tRorty
Studies,

It has been suggested that Rorty's account does
with sensations, in some sense of. 'seRsations'
analogy, in che present case we woul-d be left with
and sõ- on, in some sense of 'desires'). However,

clearly a mis
Revisited' or
for ühcoming.

of }fetaphvsics 19 (1965), pp. 24-54.

terpretation of Rort . See my
losophical

l-n
Rorty itevi sed'?", Ph

v
].
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this reason we may put elirninative theories aside in the

present discussion. On the other hand, the proponent of

LCA does have to contend with reductive materialÍsm.



g

Somae Repli"es to IÆA

3.1

3. 1.1

Recall from Chapter 1 that one group of the argumerìts from

the Requirement of Independent Descriptions rests uPon

four premises:

(1) (x) (y) (CR x, Y --> DER x, Y)
(2> (x) (y) (DER x, y ---> RID x, Y)
(3) (x) (y) (RID x, y .+ Or, *, Y)
(4) -D, ", e

The first pre-mise represents the llumean clai.m that cause

and effect must satísfy the Distinct Existences Requirement,

and must eventually be brought into question. First, how-

ever, premises (2) to (4) are subjected to a number of

challenges. It should be borne in mind that the inclusion

of premise (3) is just a formal procedure which allows us

to take the conditions Dr, "eparately. 
Otherwise premise

(3) would read,

(3) -RID c, e

and the argument would be correspondingly shorter.

The first line of reply which I wish to consider is that

the charge that the descriptions required uncler RID are not

forthcomirg, let alone that they cannot be produced on

logical- grounds, is plainly false.
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Firstly, whatever problerns confront the defender of. a

materialist ldenti-ty Theory for psychological occurre-nces'

they cio not 1ie with Dt-.D3. For the identity theorist,

desires, r'olitions, and so oD, have an abundance of

neurological ProPerties. So he will- have litt1e trouble

providing descriptions which meet Dt--D3. 0f cotlrse, as

David Pears points ouü,1 11""tophysiology is not yet in a

position to give substantial support to the materialist,

let alone provide the EPeclfic descriptions that he

requires for particular cases. However, the materialist

can plead for time here, b)'maintaining that the needed

descriptions will be forihcomirg, and in abundance.

Short of tendering a materialist account of action, can

rn7e still show that the descriptions required on Dt-Dt

are available? Let us consider just D1 and D, to begin

with, and see if descriptions satj.sfying these conditicns

can be produced.

one reason for thi-nking that they can be giveri is

that desires, volitions, and so forth, aTe datable. Thus,

suppose that I had sorne volitiot t1; then it follorss that

I had that volition at some time t1. So v, is not only

describable in terms of the willing of a muscle movement,

but also by reference to an apPropriate temporal marker.

Indeed, quíte a variety of such descriptions may be

available, depending upon the case. For example, take

the vol-ition which putatively caused me to raise my bed-

1

A. Stro11
Knowl edee

(ed.) ,
(Harper

Davíd Pears, 'Are Reasons for Actions Causes?' i-n
New EssE istemolo

, Pp.
s in the Theo of
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room blind this morning. This fr&Y, in turn, be descrÍbed

as 'the volition I had at 7 .34 thís morning' , or as 'the

volition I had on last stePping from my bed" or again as

' the volition I had inn-nediately upon rising today' .

Presumably similar sorts of descriptions are, inprinciple,

available for motives, desires, and the rest' Clearly'

none of these descriptions need make any reference to the

rel_evant bodily phenomena, or object (of desire, etc. ),or

to the action of getting or trying to get anything at all

via the volition, desire, and so on; so that they aPpear

?
to satisfy Dt and Dr.-

IsuspectthatLhemostlikelyrejoinderbythe
proponent of LCA woul-d be to the effect that these so-

called "descriptions" are inadequate. Agreed, they tel1

us when the volition or desire is supposed to have occ-

urred, but, significantly, they tell us nothing about its

character. surely, if we have had that volition or desire,

we must be able to say more about it than that'

NowcertainlyT¡/emaybehard-pressedtoprovide

ye¿ further descriptions of these supposed inner goings-

on.Although,perhaps,wêmightbeginbyexplainingthis
as being due to the fact that volitions, and so on ' are

suigeneris.Indeedifwedoadoptthisstancev¡eare
provided with a means of inLroducing the additional

descriptions. For, whíle it i-s admítted thaL we do not

alreadyhavetheappropriatetermsinthelanguage'wê

2rhi" ar t can be found, f or example, inJe rv
A. Fodor, Ps cho ical lanation: An Introducti ori to
the Philoso S o Ran otls e , P.
an n T

o
o

êY,
o

o ca1 Connection Arguments
5
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could alvlays introduce a prl'-rnitive vocabulary for that

purpose, and i.t would, Presumably, satisfy both Dt arrd

D2.

Now Melden does consider this move in his discu-

ssion of volitiorr.3 Howe\ren, he conrnents that the resort

to indefinables, in maintaining not only that volitions

are themselves indefinable, but that the differences

between them are indef inable as r¡7e11, "carries philos-

ophical pretension beyond all limits of credulity" and

"makes a mystery of the most ccnnnonplace matter't'4

Both the charge of inadequacy and of obscuran- ,

tism can be given quick reply, however, f.ot although it

would be desirabl.e to have further descriptions, ancl

while talk of indefinables may be regarded as deplorable,

neither charge is relevant to the claim that Da and D,

have been satisfied. Both the use of the temporal marker

and the primitive terms enable the causal theorist to

satisry Dl and Dr; for D, and D, specify requirentents

relating to the independence of descriptions-not to the

ri'chness of the characterisations given, OI to the

exercising of certain philosophical scruples. it mâ1r,

of course, be claímed that Dl and D, can be amended to

exclucle satisfaction by these (adnrittedly minimal)

descriptions; but it should be pointed out that any such

revision would have to be grounded in DER, and not

3^-5ee
touched upon

Free Action, pp. 47-50. It is also brieflY
sèion of desire; see PP. 181-8211 S scu

4rbid., p. 50, p. LBz.
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arbitrarily introduced .
5

3.1.1.3 Ratlrer than trying to amend D, and D, at this stage ,

let us look at the argument based on Dr. Tor, unless

\^7e \^Iere prepared to take temporal location, o1 what is

captured in the primitive vocabulary, âs intrinsic

properties of volitiorrs, desires, and so on, ourproffered

descriptions do not satisty D3. Even so, we should note

that they do falsify many of. the claims made it IËtg

4j!1.. which are supposed to show that the causal

theorist's putative causes logical1y cannot be described

in such a Ì^ray as to satisty D:. Both sorts of descr:ip-

tions meeL the charge brought against desires as causes,

that "no account is intelligible that does not refer us

to the thing desired"6; and at least the second rneets

that brought against endeavours, ví2., "that the endeav-

our cannot possibly be a causal factor in the proceediirgs

that issue in the getting of what is desired, since if

it were, it would be possible to describe it lvithout

referring in any way to anything else in or out of the

proceedings. "7

Moreover, it seems that desires, beliefs, and so

orr, do have intrinsic properties, and that descriptions

satisfying D3 can be produced. At least we do speak of

5see D. A. Brov¡ne, !Can Desires be Causes of
Actions?' for further discussion. Browne utilizes a

condition which is in effect a modification of I):, and
argues that these minimal descriptions do not allow us
utrãer"tand what Cesire is being referred to unless vre

ãf"o identify the desire as the cause of its putative
effect.

6Mo1d"rr, l'ree Actíon, P. IJ.4.
-1

'rbid., p. 115

to
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desires, for example, as being strong, fleeting, swe11ing,

and so forth; and surely this enables us to forrn descrip-

tive statements in accordance with Dr. (Of course, this

fact also counts against the arguments based on D, and

D2ì) However, Melden does not overlook the faet that

these descriptíons are available. He states:

. such descriptions will not enable rne to -''-'
distinguish betweèn the desire for wine and the
desire-for caviar, since predicates of, this sort can
be applied equally well to both of them. Here are
t\^ro ãmbarrassing questions similar to the ones
raised [earlier ] conce::nin
volition: How do desÍres i
other mental events like
And how does this desire-
frcm that one:Eñe desire

Now unless I^7e are prepared to take Melden as claiming

that the descriptive terms in question do not refer to

intrinsic properties of desires and volitions at all,

then v/e must now take him as saying, not that descrip-

tions referring to íntrinsic ilroperties (for convenience,

"intriirsic descriptions") cannot be given, but ttrat no

adeguate intrinsic descriptío¡s can be given. I,rlhere,

fqllowing Melden's comments, wê may take an adequate

intrinsic description of an occurrence aS one which, by

reference to that occurrence's intrinsic properties

alone, (a) identifies it as a member of its class (i.e.,

as a desire, sêY, rather than a hoping), and (b) diff-

erentiates it from other occurrences within that class.

In short, an adequate intrinsic descríption of an occ-

urrence uniquely selects ít in terms of its intrinsic

properties alone. So Melden is here, in effect, supp-

I Ibid. , p. 1l-3.
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lanting the requirement D, with the stronger Dlf:

D4 For C to be the cause of E, C must be amenable

to adequate intrinsic description

with 'adequate' taken as roughly defined above.

Is Melden implicitly claiming that there are

logical grounds for thinking that adequate intrinsi.c

descriptíons cannot be given, or merely that they are

not forthcoming? 't,lhai he actually does at this point is,

first, to admonish us not to resort to indefinables es

a means of avoiding the chaltrenge; then, to proceed

directly to Lhe stå.tement of D, and the supposed logi.cal

grounds for holding that this requirement calìnot be

satisfied. However, regardless of Melden's viev¡s about

the resort to indefinables, I have already shown that

this ground is not available. FurLher, when we looked

for an alternative support, wê found that Melden, in

effect, strengthens D3 to Do. He gives no further algu-

ment to show that DO is not satisfiable-although,

doubtless, he would maintain that the needed descrip-

tions are not forthcoming.

It is worth noting at this point that it is the

stronger claim, namely, that RID is not satisfiable,

which is required for the purposes of LCA. Dl, for

example, would be false íf it required that v¡e must

have descriptions of C other than'the cause of E'et

hand. As with the case of the gene, wê may have to

wait for them.
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As noted in Chapter 1, a further version of LCA stems

from the claim that the descriptions taken by the

causal theorist to denote inner causes of behaviour do

not in fact refer to such explanatory antecedents, but

rather describe the behaviour itself as a certain kind

of public performance. So it is claimed that the

causal theorist mistakes two descriptions of the one

event for descriptions of two events, and hence confuses

what is really explanation by redescription rn'ith causal
o

explanation. '

In his widely acclaimed paper, 'Actions, Reasons, and

Causês', Donald Davidson provides a reply to thí.s

argument. Davidson aCmits that in explaining an action

by giving the agent's reasons for acting we do often

redescribe that action. However, he argues that it d,¡es

not follow that reasons cannot be causes, for reasons,

which Davidson takes as cqmbinations of a belief and

pro-attitude, are certainly not identical with the

aitions they explain. Moreover, he tel1s us, redescrip-

tion of events in terms of their causes often occurs in

r:nexceptional cases of causal explanation, where we

redescribe the whole scene, ot a Part of it, in more

detail. For example, we might explain a certain alpine

9thu status of this line of argument is not
always clear in Melden's presentation; see, f.or exantple,
Free Action, Page 2a3. fhis is perhaps due to the fact
ããE-it-õEEen occurs v¡ithin the context of the statement
of his positive Wittgensteinian thesis (that such things.
as desires and motivãs are not inner events or processes),
where he is not concerned specifically with pursuing LCA.
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acci<lent by saying that the bus skidded on the icy road.

Here the explanation is overtly causal, and even though

we have described the effect in terms of its cause, wê

do noË identify the effect with the cause.

Inlhile Davidson's points may appear to take the

sting out of the argument from redescription, they form

only a partial reply. Recall what Melden says in the

case of a motive, for example:

As alleged cause of the action, it cannot serve
further to characterLze the action. As ¡totive i-t

äåiãf8" 
it rells us whar in facr rhe person vTas

So while Davidson may have shown that Melden's firsi

poínt here is mistaken, he sti1l has to contend with the

second. For it can be replied that, although in the

case of ordinary causal explanations we can provide

descriptions of the cause which do not refer to or

characterize the effect, Do such independent descriptions

can be given for moLives and the like.

However, Davidson argues to the effect that this

second claim is also false. Say that I v¡anted to turn

on the light and did so by flicking Ëhe switch at the

door. My action may be described as 'my flicking the

svritch' , and as having been caused by rrzhat is describable

as 'my wanting to turn on the light'. Here, Davidson

claims, there is not even the aPpearance of a logical

connection between the want statement and the action

statement. Further to this, Þü. D. G."rrll argues that it

1oMo1d.rr, Free Action, p. 88.

11w. D. Gean,
Metaphysics 19 (196,5),

'Reasons and Causês,' Review of
pp. 667-BB. See page 680.
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is only in a few cases even plausi-bl-e that reason

explanations provide us with a logical rel.ation through

redescription. That is, that the kind of description of

reason and action which Davidson gives as an example is

standard in reason exPlanations.

Even so, it might be clairned that there is in

the want statement Some reference to the action, and

that this cam be seen more clearly when we consider that

the action which has been conveniently described as '*y

flicking the switch' is the same action as that described

by 'my turning on the 1-ight ' .I2 BuL even if the action

T^rere to be described as 'ty turning on the light', David-

son does not agree that the desire statement makes

reference to the action. 'My turning on the light' 
'

refers to a particular eyent, with a11 its rninute details,

yet these are not implied by the want statemenL; the

want'¿ould be equally well sa¡isfied by wideiy differing

events fulfilling the same function. Thus the action

performed cannot be the object of my want. The rel-atioir

be,tween 'my wanting to turn on the light' and 'my ttrrning

on the light' is, appearances to Ëhe contrary, merely

grammatical or verbal.

12- r r ñ---J a-. - -1^:-^ FI^áF +Í.^ {-?-'^ r{,.o^rr'rrnqeed Davidson claíms that the two descrip=
tions do refer to the sane event. A1so, it should be
noted that the issue of rationalization is not relevant
here, for we are noT^7 concerned with whether the desire

"iãiåt""t 
refers to the event whichis the action, -rather

than whether it does this under the d,escription of the
action which has explanatory force.
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This last reply of Davidson's applies with equal force

against the arguments based on Dt and Dr, for it is nor¡l

claimed that those very sorts of descriptions which

Melden and others take to illustrate their claims calr

in fact be shornm to refute them.

Davidson does not think that he has satisfactorily

dealtwith LCA as yet. InIe must appreciate here that

Davidson's thesis is that primary reasons are causes of

actions-where a primary reason consists of a Pro-

attitude tosether wí.th a belief of the agent-and that

to explain an action by giving the agent's reason is to

give a causal explanation of the action. Now Davidson

notes that a reason only explains , or "rationalizes", åD

action when the action is appropriately described. The

intensionality of action descriptions is to be captured

by specifying the following necessary condition on

primary reasons:

Cl Risapr
, the actio

cons is ts
actions w
of the ag
has that property. T3

Given this, Davidson envisages the objection that, under

Cl, R is the primary reason for an action only relative

to some fixed description d of the action, and that the

appropriate descriptions are not logically independent.

That is, wþen set out in accord vrith Cl, the primary

reason will be seen to imply the action. So Davicison

p. 687.

13o*vidson, 'Actions, Reasons, and. Causês,'
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is now plaguecl by the entailntent version of lce.14

Suppose, to return to the example, that 'A

wanted to turn on the light' meant 'A would perforru any

action which he believed would result in the light going

on' . Then the primary reason,

(A'" wanting to turn on the light; A's belief that
flicking the switch woulcl turn on the light)

is identical with,

(A'" being disposed to perforn any action which he

believed would result in the light going on; A's
belief that flicking the switch would turn on the
light)

and implies that A flicked the switch. llhat is now being

argued is that 'wanting' is a dispositional notion and

that,on a dispositional analysis of 'A wanted to turn on

the light', it would be found that (at least ceteris

aribus the statement of the primary reason entails that

the action is performed.

Davidson goes on to suggest that this consequence

would not be as disastrous as it at first might seem.

Dispositional statements in general, given the appropriate

circumstances, logically ímply ttre occurrence of their

effects. Consider, for examPle,

(1) It's rnTater-solub1e
(2) It was placed in water

(3) It dissolved

Although (1) and (2>, together, imply C3), they form a

genuine causal explanation of the dissolution. The dis-

l4tlri" version of LCA was introduced in 1.6.
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advantage of this defence, ltohrever, is that if the

explanation. of actions in terms of reasons paralleled

that of the solubility example, it !üou1d be relatively

trivial. Solubi-1ity, being merely a simple dispositional

property (i.e., being defined in terms of the single

test of sol-ution formation) , is somewhat trivial as an

expianation of the dissolutiot.15

However Davidson has another reply to the argu-

ment based on a dispositional analysis of wanting. Even

though the relation between desire and action is admitted

by hirn to be not just empirical, Davi.dson clairns that

desires cannot be defined dispositionally. For a start,

I5th" triviality of the solubility case should
not be overestimated acóording to Davidson. As he _points
;;i , 

- ñ ' Þiacing it in water caüsed it to dis s olve ' does
;;¿'entail 'IË's water-soluble'; so the latter has
additional explanatory force" ('Actions , R-easons , and
cáo"." , ' p. øÞq. Daíídson also suggests how, given
certaiá ""iuniiîic 

knowledge, the eiþlanation might lose
its triviality altogether:

the explanation wou ld be far more interestingtt

if, inP lace of solubilitY, with its obvious
def initional connection with the event to be exPlain-
€d, we refer to some Property, sãl a parti cular
crystalline structure, r,{hose connect ion with
dissolution in water was known only through expeÏa-
ment" ('Actions, Reasons, and Causes, P 6 e6) .

Following Quine's cormnents in h7ord and Ob ec t (MIT Press,
1960, SecË . 46) , this might be One In SOme\^7 t the
following way. Suppose that it r,ras discovered that oniY
substances wit h a certain cryst alline struct'ure (or
structures with certain characteristics) dissolved in
Ì¡/ater. Then, given the relativ e term C, corresPondi ng to
'alike in crys talline strucLure (where ' alike' has been

opriately specified), 'x is soluble' could be para-apPr
phra sed as

(sy
The app
icis ed
s sion.

) (Cxy and y dissolves).
lication of this move to act ions has been crit-
by CËrarles Taylor f.or a discu-
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they find expression in feelings and in various actions

that they do not ratj-ona|ize. Iurthermore, desires ancl

wants are quite intelligible in introspection and known

in thís way even when behavioural evidence is absent.

Thus, according to Davidson, the dispositional account

faí1s to show that the appropriately fixed descriptiotts

are not logicalty independent because that account is

itself defective.

Let us nor^r consider Davidson's argument that there is

no logical relation holding between 'my flicking the

switch' and 'my turning on the light'. It has been

argued that a logical relation between clesire sbatements

and action statements can be shown even where the

descriptions are of the kind Davicison preserrt" .16 The

crux of this reply is that, in any case where we explain

a person's doing X by saying that he wanted to do Y, it

is necessary that the agent believed that doing X was a

T¡/ay of , or a step on the way towards, doing Y. Hence,

exþlanation ofan action X in terms of the agent's wanting

to do Y implies that, for the agent, doing X was iden-

tical with, or aE ieast a part of , accomplishi-ng Y.L7

I6
Action,' I

See, for examp
nquiry 13 (I97
The Concept o

le, Charles Taylor, 'Explaining
0), pp. 54-89, and Richard
f Miracle (Macmillan, 1970),Swinburne,

P. 54.
17rh. same argument presurnably applies to lîeasons.

Indeed there is a close tie between this argument and
Davidson's Cl, so that a Proponent of the argument might
well point to C1 as favouring his claim. Thus, suPpose
that À under description d is 'my wantÍ-ng to turn on the
lightT, then, according to Cl, the b-el-ief component of
thã primary reason must spec:'-fy a belief of mine 1-hat
flicking the switch has the property of turning on the
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llhatever else may be said against this argument,

I think that it can be replied on Davidson's behalf that

it does not show that 'my wanting to turn on the light'

is logically connected to 'my flicking the switch'. At

most, it shows that they are so related if 'my wanting

to turn on the light' and '*y turning on the light' â're

logically connected. But Davidson has already shown

ttrat, even here, the relation is not logical, butrather

merely granrnatical.

In 'Explaining Actiot" charles Taylor takes Davidson's

grounds for the claim that 'my wanting to turn on the

light' and 'my turning on the light' are logically

independent as those connected with Davidson's appraisal

of the disposítional analysis of wanting. But, to

reiterate, Davidson's ground for the independence cl-aim

is made earlier in his Paper,18 th.r, he tells us that

\^re should not be taken in by the verbal paralle1 bet'¡een

'my wanting to turn on the light' and 'my turning on

thê light' into thinking them 1-ogically connected.

Still, it might be thought that Taylor's

observation is substantially correct, for Davidson tells

us that if the dispositional analysis of 'my wantíng to

turn on the light' were correct, then the statement of

the primary reason would entail that the action is

light, vÍ.z., 'my belief that flicking !h" switch would
tuãn on the-ligÍrt'. Moreover, in coñsidering an agent's
explanation of his action, even in cases where we cannot
ouiselves see the connection beLween X and Y, wo do not
automatically reject the rationa]rLzation, for we Pu-9t
allow for thê possibility that the agent sa\^l, or (albeit
mistakenly) thought he sâw, a connection between X and Y
which we do not.

18'A"tiorru, Reasons, and causes,' P. 687'
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performed. However this ccncession '¡ould be a mistake;

for,on the dispositional analysis of wantíng, 'my

wanting to turn on the light' analyses as a statement

whích implies the action only given, âs a further

premise, the appropriate belief statement. All the

same, this does force us on to Davidson's further

defense of his thesis. For although th.e pro-attitude

statement may be logically independent of the aciion

statement, as per the earlier arguments, this does not

show that the pro-attitude statenent and the belief

statement, together, are noE logically connected to,

indeed imply, the acËion statement. And, especialiy in

vievi of the claims of the entailment version of LCA, it

is this latter claim that must be denied in maintaining

that reasons are the causes of acËions.

This brings us to an argument developed by

Taylor in which he defends a dispositional analysis of.

wanting against Davidson's objections. Firstly, Taylor

claims that Davidson's objections are "based o¡ the

be'lief that we can find another way of identifying the

state of desiring X which does not involve recognizLng

it as a state of being disposed to do x. ''19 That is,

Davídson is now being construed as maintaining that,

although under the description of wants provided by the

dispositional analysis the statement of the primary

reason implies that the action occurs, the dispositional

analysis is unsatisfactory because there are other,

independent, descriptions of the want. And Taylor's

19T"y1ot, 'Explaining Action,' p. 62.
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objection is that there simply are no such alternative

descriptions. "Irtre cannot", he says, "eve1ì imagine what

such a mental state could be like which (a) would be

picked out by a descriptíon which made no reference to

dispositions, and yet (b) would be called 'the desire

for X ' ,"20

Taylor contemplate-s that what Dawidson might have

had in mind here. is a parallel beLvreen non-dispositional

desire- statements and cases like that of'the solubility

example. As noted in the last section, wê might support

the dispositional explanati-on of dissolution in water by

reference to the crystalline structure of the substance.

Alternatively, Taylor suggests, wê might perform the

same function by using a substitution such as 'This is S'

(i.e., salt, or some other substance known by experiment

to dissolve in water). The effect of either move is the

same: substitution of a contingently linked terrn for one

logically tied to the event to be explained-from point--

ing to the dispositional property of solubility, to

mentioning other properties such as molecular arrange-

ment. The Ërouble with this suggestion, Taylor argues,

is that the añalogy does not hold-mental-object terms

do not denote multi-propertied states or entities which

can be picked out in introspection. Of course, Taylor

admits Èhat the claim that there are such entities has

had a long ptrilosophical history; but he suggests that,

at least since Wittgenstein, they have been the subject

of not ontry"sustained but effective criticism. That it

2A Ibid., p. 63.
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is only to be lame¡ted that in the doctrine of !'bhe furn-

iture of the mind" vte have had bequeathed to us one of the

most "deeply entrenehed traditional aberrations" of the old

empir j-ciur.21 So laylor thinks that the quest for â ûorl-

dispositíonal language of desire woutr-d be as fruitless as

the phenomenalist's search for a sense-datum language; that

there is no scope for an approp1iate primitive language to

which the dispositional language of desire is secondary'

In reply to Taylor it might be noted that he only

presents a partial argument io show that an alternative,

non-dispositional, analysis of desires cannoL be had; that

the argument rests uPon whether an alternative could in

principle be found, and that here he finally presents the

matter as a fait accompli. However, notwithstanding arESu-

ments to the contrary j.n 3 . l-. 1. 3 above, there is no need

for us to adjudicate at this poinË. For even if we \^Iere

to decide in Davídson's favour, it can be shown that,

contrary to what Davidson takes himself to show, on his

own view of the analysis of desire statements, the statemeni

of the pri-mary reason has not been shown not to irnply the

action.

Recall that according to Davidson the reason why

desires cannoE simply be defined dispositionally in terms

of Ëhe actions that they rationalize is that (a)"there are

other, equally essential criteria for desires-their

expression in feelings and in ac¡ions that they do not

rationaLíze, for example", and (b) that behavioural

2L Ibid., p. 64.
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criteria are not even necessary for identifying a

desire, because "the person who has a desire

generally knows, even in the absence of clues avaílable

to others, what he wants, desires, and believe"."22

Let me briefly gloss these points. On (a) Davidson

appears to claim that desires cannot be defined in

terms of the propensitj-es of agents to perform the

actions which they may rationalize. In part, this is

because they are also characterized by the feelings

with which they are associated. A dispositional

analysis leaves this out of account. On (b) T^7e are

told that desires can be identified b the a ent

independently of any behavioural criteria at all-;

presumably, that is, in consciousness. Now (a) and (b)

taken together are suPposeci to show that the definition

oÉ desires in terms of the actions they may rationalize

is somehow inadequate. The trouble is that, if this

is Davidson's argument, then it is not clear that the

dispositional analysis is inadequate in the sense he

tequires.

Let us begin with (b)-the claim that reference

to dispositions is, in general, not necessary for an

agenË to identify his wants and desires. Presumably

it is not necessary because the agent knows his d.esires

directlv: "he normally does not need criteria at a11".

Now the qualifieation "normally" cannot be.dispensed

with here, for an agent can be mistaken about the

p. 696.

22Da.rid"o.r, 'Actions, Reasons, and Causês, '
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nature of his real desires, or not even be especiall.y

alrrare of them, whatever may be the general rule. It

cannot be denied that we sometimes only manage to

identífy our desires when someone points to the

behavioural er,'idence. The main point, ho\nrever, is

that it is consistent with what Davidson says under:

(b) that what we are aware of (albeit vaguely) in

being av/are of our desires is, partly at 1east, that

we have certain disposit:þ¡s to action.

Now it may well be replied to this that what we-

are avTare of in being aT^7are of our desires is vague

indeed, and not the sort of thing which can be specifie.d

in analysis at alL.23 lndeed, it may even be claimed

that what (b) shows is that desire statenenis cannot

be fully analysed. I^le know our o!ùrl desires internally

ancl inmrediately, so thal here the question of criteria

does not arise-\^re just know. No analysis of this

aspect of desíres is forthcomiog, and to that extent

they go unanalysed. Very well; but the only point

that I need to make here is that, in so f.at as desire

staternents are analysable at all, there is nothing in

(b) to show that disposition statements do not form a

proper part of the analysis.

Turning now to (a), rÂ/e find Ëhat Davidson

claims that there are other "equally essential criteria"

23rhi" admission would of course be to concede
to Taylor that no alternative description of desires
is foithcoming fron the consideraticns of (b), and so
push the issue essentially back onto the relaEion
between desires and feelings.
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for Ídentifying desires. One such crí.terion is supposedJ-y

the feelings in which desires find their expression' [low

Taylor claims that the feelings which may accompany a

desire are not specific to that desire and so do not rea11y

help in its identification. He says of a desire for

peanuts, for example, that "throbs and pangs may accompany

the desire but qua throbs and pangs there is nothilg

to distinguish them from the throbs and pangs occasioned

by Some other desire, OI even Some other emotion."24 This

is reminiscent of Melden's criticism of descriptive terms

applied to desires themselves (as we saw in 3.1.1.3 above),

and it must be admitted that there is a general lack of

specíficity in both cases. Even so, it might be argued

that these feelings do characteríze a desire to some

extent; some feelings being more desire specific than

others. But whatever the case about other criteria like

the relation between clesires and feelings, Davidson does

not seem to have showrr more than that the analysi-s of

desire statements would have to consist of a number of

components: one comPonent being a dispositional analysis;

another a staEement about the kinds of feelings associated

with that sort of desire, and then perhaps some others'

Once again we see that the analysis of desires in terms

of the dispositions to actions that they may rationaLLze

forms a part, if not the major part, of the analysis of

want statements.

The upshot is that, while Davidson may be correct

in maintaining that the envisaged dispositional analysis

z4TuyLot, 'Explaining Actions,' P' 63'
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is inadequate aS a thoroUghgoing analysis ,cf desires, and

that for a full account we need to supPort it with other

statements, the analysis has not been shown to be inad-

equate in the sense he requires. Recall that Davidson's

claim is that if d.esi-re statements vüere able to be

defined in terms of certain dispositions to action, then

"to say that a man anted to turn on the light [wou1d

meanl that he would perform any action he believed would

accomplish his end."25 But Davidson.has not shown that

'he wanted to turn on the light' does ot mean 'he r,rould

perform any action he believed would accomplish his end';

it means that and more , for a1l Davídson has shown.

Thus Davidson fails in his attemPt to refute LCA

by showing that a dispositional anal.ysis of wanting is

inadequate. However, in that case it woul.d seem that

Davidson's whole argument against LCA fails. For even if

'my wanting to turn on the light' is logically independent

of '*y flicking the switch' (or 'ry turning on the light'),

it is Lhe want statement conjoined with the aOpropriate

belief statement which must be shown independent of the

action statemefiL in denying that reasons cannot be causes.

Yet, in the case he considers, Davidson has not shown that

the appropriate descriptions of the want and belief are

not logically connected to the action statenent even in

the strong sense of entailment.

25Davidson, 'Actions, Reasons, and Causes,' p. 696.
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Davidson may be further criticised for supposing that to

refute LCA one rm-rsc not only su.pply clescriptions fulfilling

some independence requirement, but that these same

descriptions flrust also satisfy C1. This point has been

raised by M. C. Bradley,26 who takes the independence

requirement on descriptions of cause and effect underlying

these vêrsions of LCA to be encapsulated in a corrdition

(P) ,

(p) If c causes E then there are definite singular
terms t, t', such that t designates C, and tr
clesignates E, and:letting !'T" abbreviate t and
rrTrtr abbreviate t-the following holds:

T occurs and T' cloes not o"crrt- is
logical1y possible.2T

Note that , Lf- vre vrere to follow Davidsorr, Ï occurs and Tt

does not occut- is not logical-ly Possible straíght off if

"T Occursrr entails trTr OCCIrTSt' aS the entaihnent VerSion

of LCA claims. For Davidson restricts T and T' to

descriprions supposedly fixed by c1. So (P) is just that

condition which must be satisfied by the descriptions

given under C1 in order to show that there is no entail--

ment. Now Bradley is right to criticise Davidson here,

for cl is extraneous to (P). Even suPposing that it is

admitted that to perform the func tion of rationalization

descriptions must satisfy c1 (where c1 is taken as a

requirement which fixes descriptions), and that if the

evenLs to '¿hich these descriptions refer are cause and

effect those events must be describable in a way satisfying

(P), there is sti1l no requirement Ëhat the same descrip-

26lrr-'Two Logical Connection Arguments

27 rbid.
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tions do both jobs.

Further, âs Brad.1-ey al-so Points out, Davidson is

ín any case rnistaken in taking C1 to be a condítion which

fixes descriptions of primary reasons, fot C1 is not a

condition on the description of Primary reasons at all.

Instead, C1 lays down a necessary condition on what events

or states may count as a Primary reason; it does not te11

us how those events are to be described. Cl says that a.

primary reasol'l rmrst consist of. (a) t'a pro attitude of the

agent toward actions \^lith a certain property", and (b)

"a belief of the agent that A, under the description 4,

has that property."28 Hence a primary reason consists of

a pro-attitude of the agent towards actions of a certain

kind (say, having the property P), and a belief of the

agent that the action under the appropriaLe description

has P. How those events which satisfy C1 are to be

described rnight depend upon the purpose to which the

descriptions are to be put-but that is not a concern of

cl.
' In view of these two points, C1 is who11y irrel-

evant to the claim that descriptions of primary reasons

need to be logically independent of the descriptions of

their putative effects. Hence, while Davidson's attack on

the dispositional analysis of wanting \^tas found to be

faulty, ít would seem that it is not required in this

context because it turns out to be motj.vated by an erron-

eous assumption.

2Soavidson, rActions, Reasons, and Causês,' P. 687
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The prc,potìent of the entailment version of LCA is not

lilcely to be so easily satisfied. For he may deny that

he Ís ciaiming merely that the entailment holds under

some description of the primary reason. Rather, the claim

is that it holds under all descriptÍon ".29 His confidence

in asserting this stronger claim may be thought not

obviously misplaced if we allow him the dispositional

analysis of desire-and this ís precisely what Davidson

has failed to counter. Thus it is claimecl that,--un<ler a

dispositional analysis, any descriptions which are given

of the primary reason will imply the action because of

the meaning of 'desirer, 'Ìn7ant!, and so on.

Taking the dispositional analysis as it is found

in Davidson,

29^ rrnoeed that an entailment relation cannoL hold
under any description of cause and effect is obviously-
false. -S"y that a flash of lightning killed a cov7. The
flash is däscribable as 'the flash of lightning that killed
the co\nr' and, under that description, the statement that
such a flash occurred entails a- statement which signifies
the death of the coï^7. Hence it is the sllronger claim
whiCh is required , vi-z., that the entailment holds under
all descriptions )

Thè case is parallel when we consider the argument
based on D2.. T. F. Daveney (in 'Intentions and Causes,r
Analysis 2/- (1966), pp. 23-28) at one point says'

"The causal relationship is a contingent one, and
one event identifies anôther as a term with which
is in 'relation , then that relationship cannot
causal" (p . 24) .

If we are to make sense of this argument, the assumption
here seems to be that if the descriptions of two events
are. such that there is a logical relation between them,
then the events cannot be cáusally related. Yet as I^I. D.
Gean points out (in 'The LogÍcal Connection Argument and
de re Necessity'), such a relation cannot, preclude a
cau-saf relation. In the above example, the two events are
so described that the logical relation, r,vhich Da'¡eney

that these t\n7o events are
remain so no matter what

d. So the logical relation
on is compati5le rrith a

i.f
ir
l¡e
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(my wa.tting to bring about P; ny belief that A, under
description d, would bring about P)

ís identical with,

(rny being disposed to perform any action which I
believe would result in P; my belief that A, under
description d, would result in e)

and implies that I do A. Hor,vever, as vre saw in 3.1.1.2

above, there are other descrip¡ions of my want and belief.

Suppose that my wanting to bring about P is the only want

I had at tl, and my belief that A under d would bring

about P is the belief I formed on first reading Hume's

introduction to the Treatise. Then my want is describable

as 'the want T had at a1', and my belief is describable

as 'the belief I formed on first reading Hume's intro-

duction to the Treatise'. Thus,

my wanting to bring about P; ny belief that A, under
description d, would b::ing about P)

(

3. 3.1

is identical with,

(my having the want I had at tl; my belief that i
formed on firsË reading Hume's introduction to the
Treatise )

Yet the statement of my (primary) reason for acting, under

these descriptions , does not irrpl,y that I perform any

action whatsoever.

Let us return to the arguments based on Dt-D4, and begin

by taking up an argument presented by David Pears in his

paper 'Are Reasons for Actions Causes?' , where he attempts

a swift reply to LCA as based on D, by claiming that

certain sorts of "f.aíty story" provide counterexamples to

D
2

itself . He tel-Ls us that:
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. fairy stories, whích treat wishes as causes and
describe a- wish símply as concentrated willing that
such and such should happen, rnay be incredible but
they are not conceptual-ly inco-herent. There is no
con-ceptual incoherènce even if a wish canno! be
í¿entifieã except under such a description.30

While Pears seeks to attack this version of LCA by

dánying Dr, Donald Gustafson3l contends that Pears'

argument relies upon a distinction between conceptual

incoherence and the incredible which the counterexatnple

does not aff.ord. However, at least to 'conuloonsense, Pears

is surely right. For ít would seem that even a child has

no trouble imagining r,vhat it would be like f-or such

wishes to come true just by wishing them. Moreover, the

distinctÍon to which Gustafson refers looks a lot less

troublesotne if we vary the example.

Consider the case cf telekinesis. The agent

purports to move an object at a distance (i.e., without

material connection) by an exerLion of wi11. Suppose

that Ehe willing is not describable independently of the

movement of the object, as is needed to satisfy DZ. \'{e

may, put this roughly by supposing that the willing

involved is describable only as 'the willing that such-

and-such an object move'. Now thís is similar enough to

Pears' example. Are we to say that telekinesis gets

ruled out because it comes into conflict with Dr? One

rnight have supposed, rather, that this is a case for

observation and rigorous experimentation. Telekinesis

may not be a fact, and the study of telekinesis may even

30P.*r", 'Are Reasons for Actions Causes?t

31c.r"tafson, 'A Crj-tical Survey . , ' p-

p. 2I4.

279-80.
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be held in low repute ¿Lmongst large sections of the

scientific cornrnunity, but the suggestion that it can be

dismissed simply by consulting D2 is absurd.

If the argument against DZ is accepted, then not

only is DZ false, but so are D, and DO, since bottr D,

and DO irnply Dr. Moreover, if DER implies any of these

supposed requirements, âs the proponents of LCA claim,

then DER would be false as well. Further, descriptions

of the form 'the willing that such-and-such occur' or

'the desire for so-and-so', and the like, either satisfy

Dt or they do not. If they do, then Dt ís so obviousll'

satisfied by volitions, desires, and the rest, that it

must be wondered why anyone would seriously try to argue

to the contrary. Horvever, the claim is rather that 'the

volitionthat such-and-such occur' comes to just 'the thing

that produces such-and-such an occurrence ' .32 But if

such descriptions d not satisfy Dt then, âs a consequence

of the above argument, Dt ís also false; and the same

consequences for DER as we have noted with DZ-D4 apply

aga'in.

This leaves us with an í.mportant question. Does

DER imply any of the conditions D1-D4? If it does then

it seems that the Humean analysis of the causal relation

is in serious doubt

32s"u, for example, l?ree Action p. 46.
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the cases of the fai-ry story wish and telekinesis suggest,

by the way, the error of Melden's argument of 7'4'

Melden argues that it follows from DER that "it is at

least thinkable that no desire of any kind ever causes

any agent to try to do anything about it", but that this

claim "ís not merely false, odd or fantastic; it is
"3incoherent. "'

As I hinted in 1.4, this version of LCA has an

air of self-refutation. If it is incoherent to maintain

that desires are never causes of actions, then the LCA

conclusion is itself incoherent. However, \úhY should it

be incoherent to think that desires âfe never efficaci-ous?

Is epiphenomenalisin an incoherent view? Alternatívely,

suppose that the believer in telekinesis is in fact

mistaken. This suggestion, surely, is not íncoherent.

And, while it seems to me to be plainJ-y false that acts

of will are never efficacious, it does not seem to be

unintellieible to suggest that, in this matter, I am as

del-uded as the telekineticist.

The claim that RID is a condition on cause and effect

has now been questioned by a number of writer".34 J.L.

Mackie, for example, argues against the implication from

DER to RID in The Cement of the Universe, using one of

33 Melden, 'Desires as Causes of Actiorls', p' 133'

ofaPe
R. C. Ri
comnent
'The Lo
B. Gold
65), pp
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34 See: B.
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Melden's formulations of LCA to make his point. Let us

first look at Melclen's argument, which is designed to

show that volitions cannot be causes:

Let the interior event which we call t't
volition" be mental or physical (which
rnake no difference at all), it must be

surely
f Hume's

he
ir
1o
t_s

o
ts elleged gffgs¡-this
an derive from a reading

t
]-

v
1

act of
is will

gically
distinct from i
one lesson vre c
discussion of c
act of volition
with that which
intelligible onl
it is that is wi

ausation. Yet nothing can be an
hat is not logicall
s willed-the act o

connected
willing isvf

as the act of wÍlling whatever
1ed. In short, there could not

be such an interior event like an act of volition
sínce. nothing of that sQEt could have the re-
quired logical consequences. J)

To gloss this argument, Melden begins by giving what

seems to be a version of DER-the act of volition must

be logically distinct from its alleged effect. He then

claims that, if there rrere volitions, t-hey must fail to

satisfy DER because they cannot satisfy RID. Hence,

conceived as causes, there can be no such things as acts

of volition. Again, it is the claim that DER implies

RID whiih directly underlies the restatement of the

argument in the final sentence.

Mackie's reply to this is as follows:

lrlhat we can learn from Hume's discussion is that
cause and effect n¡¡st be logically distinct
occurrences (or 'existences'), that it must be
logically possible that either should occur while
the other does not. But the supposed act of vo1-
ition would need to be connected with its alleged
effect (in a successful voluntary performance) only
by the appearance of some true description of that
effect in the content of the act of volition.
But of course this 'logical connection' woulcí not
prevent the act of volition from being a 1ogical1y
distinct occurrence from its effect, it would not
make it logically impossible that either shoul-d
occur without the other. There is no more logical

P. 53.35 Melden, Free Action,
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connection here than there is between someone's

As Mackie's argument makes clear, he does not think that

RID follows from }Iume's analysis of causation.

Now I have been using the expression 'RIÐ' in

connection with Mackiets argument but, more specifically,

Mackie attacks D2, claiming that DER may be sati-sfied

while D, is not. But can Mackie's argument be brought

against the other conditions Dn, as I might seem to

suggest? After all, it ís D4 in particular to which no

satisfactory reply (outside a physicalist framework)

seems availabl".37 The whole question of whether llume's

analysi-s of causation lends support to conditions on the

description of cause and effect such as Dt-D4 is of

such obvious and fundamental importance that I shal1 en-

large upon it over the next four sections.

According to Hume:

All those objects, of which we call the one cause' and the othei effect, consider'd in themsehze.l
are as distincE-ããZ-separate from each other, âS
any Lvro things in nature, nor can vüe ever, by the
most accurâte survey of them, infe¡ the existence
of the one from that of the other.38

Such statements, you will recall, provide the r,rrarrant for

r¡hat Melden takes as the Distinct Existences Require-

ment, which I have formulated as DER:

36

37

3B

Mabkie, The Cement of the Universe, pp. 287-88.

There is also, of course, the argument of 3.3.1--

Hume, A Treatise of liuman Nature , P. 405
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DER If C causes E, then C and E aTe distinct exisi-
ences, su-ch that it is conceivable that either
one can occur without the other.

The question before us is whether DER implies any of Dt-

D4. Let us begin with Dr. Recall that one of Melden's

arguments for Dr. is âs: follows:,

How shall we describe the alleged action of
willing? Surely a description of rþi" acLion indep-
endently of the consequenäe allegeã--lõr it-the
production of a muscle movement-must be forthcoming.
Let us call the act of willing A: then A produces B

(a muscle movement), this being taken to be a causaL
sequence. Now in general if A-causes B, a description
;i'Ã other than thãt it has the causal property of
producing B must be forthc_omir8,- otherwise 'A causes
þt degenõratç¡ into 'the thing that produces B

produces B' . JY

Admittedly the causal theorist does want to be saying

more than that the cause of B callses B when he says that

A causes B. However, this fact alone does not seem to

establish Dt. Nevertheless, there is further suPPort f.ot

Dl, for it is thought that if A is only describable as

'the car.tse of B' then we are forced into confli-ct rvith

DER. This is, in effect, the contention of D. A. Browne

when he says:

Since, let it be granted, the causal relati'on
is a contingeát relation, âDY genuine causal relation
rm:st satisf! the follov¡ing principle If A.'
under condifions C, is the ðause òf B, \^7e mus!,b'
able to identify A in some \^7ay that Is logica_lly
lnã"pena.tt of -the d.""ription 'the cause of B, given
c'.
- That this principle cioes state a requirement
that any genuine cäusal relation must satisfy is
stto*n ¡í Ëft. following argumgnt. 

^ -The causal relation
is a contingent relatlon.- Thus if it is a fact that
A, under coiaitions-Ç, is the cause of B, it is a
ãóntingent fact. ThÏs means that it cañnot be self-
contraãictory to suppose that 4 and C occurred and

T, v¡e cannõt identifY A
e descriPtion 'the cauãe of

d be self-contradictorY to
rred and Yet B did not. For
hat A occurreã, wê are saYing

39M.1d..r,, Free Action, P. 46.
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that the cause of B, given C, occurred; anq it is
sel-f-contradictory to say ifat the cause of B, girren
C, occurred, C occurred, and yet B did not. And
ãínce this ís-self-contradictory,-it could not be_ I+O

true that A, under conditions c, is the cause of B.-"

Now, upon inspection, \,ve find that, âs he states it,

Browne's argument ensures that A, under conditions C, is

the cause of B. For suPpose, as Browne says, that we

cannot identify A except as tthe cause of B, given C'.

Then,A is describable as 'the cause of B, given C', so

that A is the cause of B, given C, and there is an end

to the matter. To suppose, then, that no further

identification is avai-lable wouid not seem to be relevant'

Presumably, however, this problem can be overcome by

glossing Browne's argunent as maintaining that if we

supposed that A is describable as'the cause of B, gíven

C', although it is admitted that it is not other"ríse

describa-ble, then we have erred. Indeed Dt reflects

this claim, since D, could be reconstrued as maintaining

that C is rrot describable as 'the cause of E'unless it

is otherwise describable .

' Even so, it may be maintained that there is a

far rnore serious objection to Browne's argument. Right

at ttre beginning Browne argues that, since the causal

relation is a contingent relation, "if it is a fact that

A, und.er conditions C, is the cause of B, it is a

contingent fact ."4! But why should rl7e accept this ? Tlna.-

ís to say, granted that the causal relaLio¡ is a relation

between events or occurrences, why should we then accept

that the fact that those occurrences are coltingently

4OBto*rr", 'Can Desires be Causes of Actions?',
t45-46.

4lrui¿.PP
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related is a contingent fact. It is only if we. acce-pt

this that we are likety to agree with Browne that it musC

be non-contradictory to assert that A occurred, C occurred,

and yet B did not under some descriptions of A, B, and C.

I think that the ans'hrer to this question is that

Browne's assumpLion is implied by DER, and so ensured by

the Humean analysis of the causal relation. If I am

right in this then Browne's argument seems to shr¡w that

DER does irnply D, (or something very líke it) . T should

add to this that if Dl is false, as r¡/as argued a-t the

end of 3.3.1, then DER is false as well. However, l-et

us stay our judgement for now, and go on to consider the

plight of the other conditions Dn.

Melden argues f.or D, and D=, both being m.ade to follow

from the claim that "every entity that does or can stand

in causal relations not only has relational prope.rties,

but íntrinsic properties as well ."42 Here is a furttrer

tensíon: Melden claims that both D, and Dt can be

established from DER, but if Mackie's argument is correct

D2 does not fo11ow from DER. Moreo\¡er, since D, can be

shown to imply D, Mackie's argument would also show that

D3 cannot be obtained from DER. The same again woulcl

follow for DO, since DO implies D3. Now one might

suppose that Mackie's argument is quite decisive, so that

none of D, D3, ar DO is implied by DER; but, surprisLngLy,

Mackie arguEs in another passage in such a r^lay that he

may be thought to cla-in otherwise. He says :

42M"1dnrr, 'Desires as Causes of Actioûs, ' P. 131.
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. neither the
cause, nor any sin
particular events,
r^re can find descri
that the des cr pt ono
connected with the descr
this is a trivial point
wasted. Ifhat ¡ratters is

J

principle that every eve-nt has a
gular causal statement connecting-is arr analytic truth. Of course,
tions of causes and effects such

v
but

a cause is analyticall
iption of its effect,
on which no time need
that there is no logi

necessary connections between the events thems
or betweên any i-ntrinsic descriptions of them,
ever detailecl- añd-colþTete. On this Hume' s ar
is conclusive ancl beyond question.43

Now admittedly Mackie does not say that there are

intrinsic descriptions (however I^7e are to understa

that term.). However, supPose he holds that there

then he seenìs to hold D -and, moreover, that this

be
ca1ly
elves,
how-

g]-ment

nd

are;

follows from DER. But D, implies D2; yeL Maek-ie claims

that D, may not be satisfied in the case of. causally

related events So far aS Humers analysís is concerned.

This, I take it, is a contradíctíon. Let us suppose,

then, that I'fackie holds that there are no intrinsic

descriptions of events. Then no argument of Hume's is

required to establish the point he makes, since D, woul-d

obviously be false; its truth ruling out the possibility

of, there being any causal relationships at all. The

problem of interpreting Mackie is further exacerbated

by his claim that the search for such descriptions ís

irrelevant to the whole issue of. LcA.44 To say the

least, Mackie's line of argument ís not obviously con-

sistent.

Some of the stress in Mackiet s claims can perhaps

be removed by giving him a suitable reinterpretation.

43Mackie,

44rbld. , p

The Cement of the Universe, pp" 16-17

289.
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lte could take Mackie to be clairning the following:

(1) DER does not imply D} but (2) DER does imply that

where there are intrínsic clescriptions of C they must be

l-ogically independent of descriptions of E, and vice

versa. Let us state this second claim more formally as

Ma Tf C causes E, then (d) Cd!) (if d and d' are

intrinsic descriptions of C and E respectively,
then "5t- occurs" does not imply ,'d' occurs" , and

vl-ce versa. )

Turning no\,\i to Melden's interpretation of Hume, wê

find that he says:

. as Hume and those who have fol-lowed him in
adopting his causal model have supposed, every entity
that doãs or can stand in causal- relations ¡ot only
has relational properties, but intrinsic properties
as well If , then, desires are Huntean causes
of doings, they must be describable as the entities
they arã indepãndently of any ref erence to the doi-ngs
in i^zhicfr, no::mally, they are .manifested or to any
other entities with which, normally, they are assoc-
iated or otherwise connected.4)

Hence D, and Dr. Now the difference between D, and Ma

can be brought into sharper focus by respecifying D, ås

follows:

Me If C causes E, then (gÐ (gd') (Ö and d' are
intrinsic descriptions of C and E' respectivel-y,
and "g! occurs" does not imply rrdr occuls", and

více versa.

clearly Ma and Me differ to the extent that, while Me

asserts that there are intrinsic descriptions, Mâ leaves

the matter open. The question of which condition, if

either, can be shorn¡n to follow from Hume's analysis

)

131-32.
45M.1d".r, 'Desires as Causes of Actioïls,' PP
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first requires that the notion of ' j.ntrinsic description'

i.s given sonìe suitable definition. However, all Lhat '¡e

can gather from Melden is that intrinsic descriptions

stand for intrinsic properties; but this just shifts the

problem. Mackie offers us nothing at all. Nevertheless,

it may be instructive to turn to an analysis v¡hich A. J.

Ayer g ives in his book Probability and Evidence. 46

Ayer offers us a definition of intrinsic description'

which he claims enables us to formulate a principle at

the heart of Hume's reasoning. On Ayer's formulation:

. a desc::iption of a state of a subj ect S at t
is j-ntrinsic to S at t iff nothing follows from it
with regard to the state of S at any time other than
at t, or with regard to the existence of any subject
S'which is distinct from S, in the sense that S

and S' have no comrnon part.47

From this , Ayer claims; ,it-foilows analyticaL.Iy that:

Hu If two events are distinct [in the sense of
having no comrnon partJ, an intrinsic description
of either one of them entails nothing at all

'about the existence or character of the other.48

Now it should be noted that the definition of

'intrinsic description', âs it sËands, does not render

FIu analytic as Ayer claims. The definition specifies

necessary and sufficient conditions for intrinsic descrip-

tions of states of S at t, u'hereas iL is intrinsic descrip-

tions of evenlçg which are mentioned in Hu. HovTever,

suppose this defect ',^7ere remedied, what then would be the

bearing of Ayer's findings on LCA? Ayer seems to think

46

47

48

(Macmillan,

Ibíd., p. 6

rbid.

1972), pp. 6-10.
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thaË a causal theoristmust show (a) that there'can be

íntrinsic descriptions in the given sense, and (b) that

they are suff icient to describe eveÏy event; which is to

take Hu roughly as analogous to Me. But surely Hu shoulcl

not be taken this wélyr r for neither the def inition of

'intrinsic description' , nor Hu, sâY that there @ b"

intrinsic descriptions of distinct et¡ents. Rather, as

Hu makes clear, they leave the matter open' llu simply

says that whenever we have intrinsic descriptiorrs of

distinct events they are marked by a cerLain logical'

inclependence. Thus in the case of cause ancl effect IIU

comes down, not to Me, but to Ma. But Ma is not the

condition on descriptions that ís required for the purp-

oses of LCA.

I,tre should further note that Lhere is good reason why a

Humean analysis should be taken only to imply that whe-re

there are intrinsic descriptions of distinct events they

must be logically independent, rather than that they inust

always be obtainable and logically independent. For

Hume's analysis would have to be rejected if it implied

this latter kind of condition.

Tobeginwith,D4reliesuPolltheprinciplethat

every distinct event which may enter into a causal

relation is identifiable and hence describable indepen-

dently of any other event. But as Hume's Ciscussion of

causally relAted events is set within the broader domain

of merely distinct events, the \darrant f,or the above

principle, if it is to be gathered frorn Hume, would also
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allov¡ the more general principle that every distinct event

is ideutifiable and hence describable independently of any

other. Indeecl, iE i.s from the more general prineiple that

the former principle is derived. Yet thí.s general prin-

ciple is alrnost certainly fa1se. The prínciple says that

for every distinct event E there must be some appropriately

independent designation d. Now while it is granted that

there will be only denumerably many designaiions d, there

will be indenumerably many events. Súppose that an objeet

O moves from point A through B to C; A, B, and C being

points along some finite line segment. This may be taken

as one event (O's moving from A to C), or aS two events

(o's moving from A to B; O's rnovi¡g from B to c). However,

there is an uncountable infinity of points between A and

C, so that there will be an uncountable infinity of events"

In that case there are not sufficient designations to

satisfy the principle. Thus, if a Humean analysis allor'¡eci

the move Lo the general principle, it would be faulty.

Moreover, the restricted principle relating to cause and

effect is obtained from the general principle, and there-

fore if the Humean analysis is sound it does not imply

either of these princíples. Hence, if sound, it does not

imply oO.O'

The above argument could indeed be generalized to cover

Dl-Dr, and Bradley's (P). For all of these conditions

require that there are independent descriptions of cause

49th. argument of this section is adapted frorn
Bradley, 'iwo Logi.cal Connection Arguments ' ' 'M.C
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and effect of some sort or other. Thj-s now brings us

back to the argument at the end of 3 .3 .3, tuhere it was

claimed that Hume's analysis does imply o,,.tO I will

no\^7 finally argue that DER does imply Dt (and (P) ) , so

that, in the face ,of a number ofr the above a1guments, i.t

rmrs t be rej e-cted .

The Humean analysis does írop1y Dt. At least this

ís so provided that we are to interpret DER meta-

linguistícally, rather than along essentialist lines-and,

of course, the latter is not really an option for Humeans.

For, according to DER, if C is the cause of E, it ís

conceivable that C c an occur without E oecurring, and

vice verse. However, meta-linguistically, this comes to:

(-¡fd)(gd')(d and d' are clescriptions of C and E,

respectively, such that "d occur rr does not imply
rrd I occursrr , and vice vers a)

Now this condition on descriptions of cause and effect

does irnp.ly the consequent of Da (and is equival-ent to the

consequent of (P) ) , so that DER does imply D, and (P) .51

There is, therefore, an overwhelming case for the falsity

of DER. There is, likev,rise, an overwhelming case against

Lhose versions of LCA which rely upon it.

In dismissing DER it is important to note that DER can

be taken to consist of tr,vo Parts. One part, âS we haye

seen, consists in a requirement placed on the Cescription

of cause and effect. The other part is a statement of

50

51

See also 3.3.1.

For Dt and (P) see pages 6 and 46, respectively'
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non-identity. Let us have DER before us again:

DER If C causes E, then C and E are dístinct
existences, such that iÈ is conceivable that
either one can occur without the other.

DER tells us that if C causes E, then (1) C ís an occu-

rrence distinct from E , and (2> that it is conceivable

that C can occur without E occurring, and vice versa.

Now, when appropriately anaLysed, (2) \,üas found to be

untenable. However, this does not give us any reason for

rejecting (f). Indeed, unless we are Prepared to treat

seriously the idea that some occurrences can be the

causes of themselves, then (1) seems secure



4
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ati"o¡:. E¡at mt

In 3.3 we discussed at length Davídson's attempt to combat

what I have called "the entaiknent version of LCA". One

way of stating the entailmenL argument is as follows.

Consider (T),

(T) If A vrants to bring about g, and A believes that
he cannot bring about g unless he does a, then A

will do a.

It is claimed that although, strictly speakíng, (T) is not

analytic, it can be made analytic by the addition of

suitable qualifications which rule out the presence of

countervailing factors. Let the suitably amended (T) be

(T'). The analyticity of (T') is thought to be assured by

the rneaning of 'wants' in !A wants to bring about g!, as

given by a dispositional analysis. Roughly speaking, 'A

wants to bring about ¿' analyses as 'A will do whatever

he believes is necessary in order to bring about P-'.1

Similar claims could be made for other statements resembling

(T); for example, those statements where '\,rrants' is

replaced by 'intends' , 'desires' or 'decides' . The argLment

lOt course this analysis would make (T) itself
analytic, git'en Lhe substitution; but the analysig iu
obviôus1y ñot acceptable without considerable qualification.
Note that these quali-fications will have to matc.h those
appended to (T) {tself to give the required (T').
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is then completed by maintnining that, since it follows

logically from the fact that A has a certain hTant anci

belief Ëhat ( ceteris paribus) he performs a corresponding

action, the want and belief in question cannot be the

Humean cause of the acËion. For causes, êt least on the

Humean tradition, are only contingently linked with their

effects.

Now there are two intercontlected lines of argtunent commonl.y

brought against the contention that statements of tyPe (T)

can be made analytic in the way suggested above. One

points to problems with proPosed amendments to (T); the

other take-s issue with dispositional analyses of psycholo-

gi.cal terms.

Firstly, it is sometimes contended that no qua-

lificatory clauses could be constructed which woulci ensure

that all counterexamples are ruled out. But if we can

never be sure that (T') is true, then we certainly do not

know that it is analytic. However this point is easily

rebutted. (T') may be analytic even though it is not

known to be analytic. Secondly, it shor:ld be noted that

not any amendment to (T) which renders iL analytic will do.

The analyticity of (T') would need to be assured by a

satisfactory dis positional analysis. Suppose that the

amended (T) vrere,

If A wants to bring about'g and A believes .that he

cannot bring about p unless he does a, then A will
do a, provideci that he has no conflicting overriding
want

and that this is analytic by virtue of the analysis of

'A wants to bring about p' as 'A will do whatever he
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believes is necessary to bring about [, unless he has some

conflicting overriding vrant'. Admittedly (T') ís no!ü

analytic, but the dispositional analysis is obviously

circular, and hence unacceptable. Indeed, the problem of

circularity presents quite a difficulty in the disposi-

tional analysis of want statements. For it does have to

be ruled out that A has any more powerful conflicting

T¡ranËs which he believes he can satisfy as easily as his

want for g. Yet any attempt to remove this use of 'wânts'

in the analysans of the want statement would Seem to face

the same problero of circularity.

Fina1ly, âs we have seen in the case of Davidson,

it may be objected that there are good reasons for main-

taining that psychological terms are not to be analysed

dispositionalJ-y in the first plac".2

My main concern no\^/, however, is to make it clear that

the central argument of. 3.3 also counts against Lhe argu-

ment from the analyticity of (T') and is, indeed, decisive.

ThaC is, even given that (T') is analytic, it is not

thereby shown that A's reason (want and belief) and his

action are interdependent occurrençes such that they

cannot be cause and effect. Since RID is not a condítíon

on cause and effect, the analyticity of (1') does not show

that the occurrences are not appropriateLy independent

2ta *i11 be rec¿rl1ed, of course, that Davidson's
grounds for maintaining that a dispositional analysis of
wanting is not appropriate were criticiseci ín the seconcl
half oi 3 .2.2. Þ'or iurther discussion of these issues
see W. P. Alston, 'rnrlants, Aetion, and Causal Explanation,'
in H-N. Castanêda,
(lüayrre State , L966)

Intentionality, Minds and Perceptlp4
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even if the want and bel:l-ef specif ied in (T' ) cannot be

othenzise described. In brief , the entailment argument,

like all other versions of LCA considered so far, succumbs

to the claim that RID is not a condition on cause and

effect. Consequently, Lf LCA is to be salvaged, some nernl

ground must be supplied for claiming that Lhe causal

relation is not satisfied.

4.2.L The inadequacy of earlier versions of LCA is partly

recognized by G. H. von I,,trright when he says of volitions:

The logical dependenc
the will on the natur
compatible with the 1

occurrence of an act

of. the sp ecific character of
of its object is

the reaTi-zation o frh

However, von trrlright then presents us with the statements

contained in (1) , buË restructured into the fo::m of a

practical syllogism (PI), and presented in terms of
t intends t and 'considers t , rather than 'wa.nts' and

'believes' :

(PI) A intends to bring about p.

å considers that he cannot bring about g unless
he does a.

Therefore A sets himself to clo 
^.4

He then construes the issue between the causal theorist

and the proponent of LCA (intentionalist) ín terms of the

status they ascribe to the practical inference:

If one regards practical- ínferences, when properly
formulated, as logically binding, one takes an
intentionalist position. If again one accepts the
causalisL view, one would say of practical inferences
that the tru'Lh of their premises ensures the truth of

3von l,lright, Exp

e
e
og
of
e

J
ical independence of the
will of this character from

obj ect .3

4. Ibid., p. 96.

lanation and Understanding p. 94.
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thej.r concl-usíons, but that"this is a "causal" and
not a "logical" entailment.r

In the light of von Inlright's prior criticism of

LCA, this seems an unfortunate interpretation of the

intenticnalist's posítion. For, thus construed, sure'ly

that criticism applies to it. Suppose that \^7e v/ere to

grant that the inference from the premises to the

conclusion of the practical argument is logically binding'

still, it has not been shov¡n that the occurrences

specified in the premises cannot catlse the occurrence

referred to in the conclusion. An entailment relation

between sentences describing certain events does not rule

out a causal relation between those events. All that is

established is that the "inner" aspecËs of an action (as

von lüright cal.ls the intention and belief) can be so

described that the claim that they occur entails the

claím that the "outert' aspect occurs; but, aS we saT^7,

causes and their effects can quite generally be described
6in this vlay.o

, Let me quickly dispel two objections. First, it

may be cl-aimed that, stricËly speaking, the conclusion of

a practical syllogism is not a sentence or proposition,

but an action. Secondly, âs von Wright notes,T both the

5 Ibid., p. 97. For convenience, I will use "(PI')"
to refer to the practical argumen tas er1 amended.
All further references to "the prac ca argument are -uo

(PI' ) unles s stated othert¡rise .

6Chapter 3, footnote 29 above.

7von trIright,
III, footnote 22.

ExplanaEion and Unders tanding , Chapter
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premises and conclusion of a practical syllogism are

referentially oPaque, so that the substitution of

alternative descriptions (under which the entailment

fails) is not permíssible. Yet, it may be maintained,

the argument I have given relies upon the availability

of legitimate substitutes, whereby the action gets

explained, but the actíon statement is not implied.

To the first objection it may be replied that,

although the conclusions of pra.ctical arguments are some-

times taken to be actions, von l^Iright makes it clear that

his version of the practical syllogism is strictly

linguistic. As vle sha1l see, von Inlright treats the

conclusion of his practical argument as a contingent

proposition, and is essentially conierned with the

verification procedures by which we would establish its

truth-value.

The second objection is simply rnistaken. The

issue of substitution in i-ntensional contexts in (PI' )

is not relevant to LCA. The claim that such replacements

would have to be produced by the causal theorist has the

effect of fixing the descriptions of the putative cause

in much the same vray as Davidson took them to be fixed

when he said that:

. it may be mainta
an action only when th
fixed, and the appropr
logically independent .

d that a reason retionalizes
escriptions are approPriatelY
e descriptions are not

Only this time the descriptions are supposed fixed under

(PI') rather than under Cl. As we ""t,9 Davidson was

IDavidson, 'Actions, Reagons, and Causês,' p. 696.

See 3.2.

ine
ed
iat
B

I
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mistaken in taking this claim for granted. A similar

criticism is appropriate here. Suppose that we agree with

von Inlright that the practical argument represents 'a tele-

ological explanation "turned upside do\¡n"' ,10 and that in

order to perform the function of eðpl.aining the occurrence

of Èhe action we must describe the intention, belief, and

action in the way irr which they are described in the

practical syllogism. How is this relevant to establishing

the LCA conclusion? The status of DER aside, DER does

not irnply a requirement on descríptíons cf cause and effect

such that any description of the caüse which has explana: -

tory force vis-à-vis its effect musË be 1ogically -indepen-

denË of the description of the effect under which it is

explained. Nor does the point show that there are no other

descriptions under wh:'-ch the implication fails. As in

Davidson's case, here we have a slip from "causest' to

"causal1y explains". Finally, it is worth noting that Lhe

objecti-on rn7e are now consideríng would only be thought

worth making in the first place by someone who wrongly

suppbsed that RID is a condition on cause and effect.

Perhaps a more serious reply is that von !üright,

in the end, almost certainly does not take the logical

relation binding the premises and conclusíon of the

practical argument to be entailmenL proper, buË rather

as a necessity conceived after the event :

It is only when action is alreacly there and a practical
argument is constructed to explain or justify it that
t¡re have a logically conclusive argument. The necessit¡r
of the practical inference schema i-s, one could sây,
a necessity conceived ex post actu.11

10

1.1

See Ex lanation and Understandin

Ibicl. , p. L1-7 .

p. 96.
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If the fact that the action occurred is what makes

th.e argunrent "logically conclusive", then it Seems that

the logical relation being employed by von I^lright is not

one familiar to us from classical- logic. VJhile the

existence of the action may establish the truth of the

conclusion of (PI'), the truth of that conclusion does

not establish the validity of the argument. As von

I^Iright admits, 'the premises of a practical inference

do not entail the "existence" of a conclusion to match

them'; but, of course, they still do not en¡ail that

conclusion, in any Standard Sense of 'entails', even gÍ-ven

i-ts "existence" . 
12 The present point, however, is that

the necessary relation rvhich von Inlright takes to be

established by (PI'), albeit ex post actu, may be thought

to in sonÌe vlay Preclude intentions and beliefs from being

occurrences distinct from actions such that one could

occur without the other.

Fortu¡ately there is no need for us to ponder upon just

what kind of necessary relation von !trright nright have had

in mind. For it can quickly be shown that (PI') could

L2-, .--rord. If anything, the action's occurrence
signifies that the premises are tlue; and this fact might
be taken to suggest that there is a logically binding
relation in thã-opposite direction, i.e., from the
conclusion to the- þremises. Althçugh, once again, Lf this
relationship is entailment, it is so independently of
whether or äot the action occurred. Perhaps it is also
T¡rorth noting here that if an inference from Èhe premises
to the cor,.clusion were damaging to a causal theory, then
a similar one from tl-re conclusion to the premises would
be just as damaging. However, as \{e shall shortly see'
the latter inference does not ho1d.
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not support such a conclusion. In order to shorv this I

shall begin \^/ith a type of case mentioned by both J. Kint

and R. Tuomela in their corttributions to a recent

anthology largely devoterJ to von l.Iright' " 'ootk. 
13

Both Kim and Tuomela consider cases where. an agent

forms a subsidíary intention related to an actíon, the

formation of that inteniion being contingent upon having

made some prior practical :'-nference rr-hich has that actj-on

as ouLcome. First, A intencls to bring aboui g, and

considers that he cannot bring about g unless he does a-.

He resolves to do a. However, A then notices that doing

a is also necessary for brj-nging about 9-, which is some

other desired state-of-affairs. So A decides that, since

he is already going to do ?-, he may as well accomplish g.

at the same time. Thus A forms the intention to bring

about q_. A second practical inference is generated with

the same conclusiott, vLz., 'Therefore A sets hinself to do

at (or some quâlified claim to that effect, which will do

as conclusion for (PI') ) .

Now let the Pair,

(ir, Þt-) : (¡'" intention to bring about p; 4's
belief thaü he cannot bring about p except
by doíng a)

and the pair,

13-Jaegl^7on Kim, 'Intention and Practical I'nference,'
and Raimo Toumela, 'Explanation and Understanding of Human
Behaviour, ' in Juha Manninen and Raimo Tuomela (eds. ),
Es sa sonE lanati-on and Ur,derstandin : Studies in the

oull ons o an ties an oct
Library, Vol . 72 (Iteide1, r97 6) .

a c ences, Ynthes e
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(t' Yz) : i:;;"ï::ï: ::":::ï,îlî1,ï,oo*excep,
by doing ").-t

Further, let 't*, ,' exPress the relation that x is a

distinct occurrence frorn y', such that x can occur without

y occurring. Thus, for example, if the logically binding

relation between the prernises and the conclusion of the

practical argument, whatever else is said about it, is

one which shows that the occurrences referred to by the

premises cannot occur independentl-y of the occurrence

referred to in the conelusion in such a \^7ay as to satisfy

DER, then t(rr, Þ1), " 
.td, Presumably, sg,(ir, Þr)

false.

aTe

Let us first l-ake the question of whether the

practícal argument shows that the action cannot occur

independently of the occurrence of the intention and

belief. If it has been shown that it cannot then,

(1) -sr, (i,_, Þr.)

and

, (2) S
Þ(vya 2>

tsur we know that (2) is false, f,ot (tr, \r) may vrell not

have occurred even though a occurred; this normally being

so where (Lz, Þz) failed to occur but (!r, Þ1)o"""t="d"14

144, Kim points out (in 'Intention and Practical
Inference,' p. 252), if it is true that,-----iii-ii A'had noi inrended ro bring abour p, rhen he

would not have done a
and true that- -<iij If A had not believed thai he could not bring

about P excePt by cloing a, then he would not have
done a

then it is f alãe that,-- iiii> If À had not intended to bríng about g, then he
t¡ou1d not have done a
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However, if the second practical syllogism does not show

that (2) is true, then the practical syllogísm does not

have the general feature of showing that the action

mentioned in the conclusion cannot occur without the

intention and belief mentioned in the premises occur::ing.

In that case, the first practical syllogism is incapable

of showing that (1) ís true. (1) is clearly false in any

case. Since ít is a purely contingent matter that (!f, Þf)

rvas efficacious and(i2 , ÞZlnot, (1) can be shown to be

false by interchanging '(it_, Þr_)' with '(tr, Þr)' in the

original account.

We still have to show that the practical syllogism

does not establish the more usual LCA claim that the

intention and belief cannot occur without the action also

occurring. If the practical syllogism dj-d establish this,

thep,

(3)

and

(+) -S
Þù,

However, wê Ítusi take it that von trtlright would not argue

that the practical syllogism establishes either (3) or (4) 
'

since he has already allowed that such claims are fa1se.

S ,¡.

(1r Þù a

CL(t,

and false that,
(iv) If A had not believed that he could not bring about

g except by doing a, then he woul-d not have done a'

But, on the account given, (i) and (ii) are tr.ue, and there-
fore (iii) and- (iv) ãre fa1se. Simply Put, (LZ' Þt does
not have a determinative relation tôi a.
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Indee-d, it is this admission which leads von tr'Iríght to

claim that the practical sYllog ism exhibits ex post actu

necessity. 15

In Part IV of Essays on Exp lanation and Understand-

4, amongst von I¡Iright's repl-ies to his critíes, he

attempts to account for the Kim and Tuomela case. There

von Inlright contends that statements of secondary intentíon

are impl-icity conditj-onal and form non-explanatory

schemata, since carrying the intention into effect depends

upon already having performed the action mentioned in the

conclusion. This contrasts \,üith a properly formed

practical syllogism,which is explanatory and contains a

statement of unconditional intenti-on. A statement of

conditional intention is of the form 'A intends to bring

about ![, should (when, if) he bring(s) abouË a,'. Uncondi-

tional statements of intention, of coul:se, are of the form

already occurring in (PI') . It follows from this that

the non-e.xplanatory schemata are ill-formed, oI better,

that Ëhey do not get generated.
' Von trIright argues that Kim's statement of secondary

intention, 'A intencls to visit his in:laws in Cincinnati',

when fully expressed, is the conditional, 'A intends to

visit his in-laws in Cincinnati, should Cwhen, if) he

go(es) to Cincinnati'. If it were not conditíonal, von

!üright maintains, then it vrould explain why A went to

Cincinnati, which it is agreed it does not.

'ttt'For a discussion of these Poi
p . 3L7 f..E lanation and Understandin

nts see Essays on
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Now there does seem t-o be some point to what von

hlright says, although I think the matter is oPen. A's

forming the intention to visit his in-laws in Cincinnati

does presuppose that he has already decided to go to

Cincinnati. But one may put that point the following vray.

Having a1-ready decided to go to Cincinnati, A simply

decides to visit his relatives. As f,at as A is concerned,

he is going to Cincinnati and, likewise, âs far as A is

concerned he is going to visit his relatives. I¡Ihatever

tnre are to make out of von hlrightt s point, hohrever, it

provides only a temporary respite from the argunlent in

progress. Suppose tTrat we agreed with von Intrright that

not both intentions lead to explanatory schemata, wê can

easily adjust the case to ensure that they do. For we

cân coÍÌSíder cases where, âS the causal theorist wou}cl

have it, the action ís over-determined. In such cases

r{7e are agreed thaÈ eíther set of occurrences ((f:-, Þil or

(tr, Þ)) would have been sufficient to ensure that a

occurred. Given this adjustment, the argument still goes

through. The conclusion follows, that the practical

argument is incapable of showing that the events mentioned

in the premises are related to that mentioned in the

conclusion in such a way that they do not satisfy DER.

Until now I have neglected a major line of argument

employed by von lüright, and which is elearly central to

his version of LCA. In brief , von lüright årgues that

unless two occurrences can be independently verified,

tlrey are not logically independent of one another and,

hence, cannot be cause and effect:
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Let it be asked how, in a gíven case, one ascertains
(verifies) whether an agent has a certain intention,
"wills' ê certain thing-and also how one finds out
whether his behaviour is of a kind which his intent-
ion or will is supposed to cause. Should it turn
out that one cannot ansrver the one question without
also answering the other, then the intention or will
cannot be a (humean) cause of his behaviour. The
facts which one tries to establish would not be
logically independent of one another.16

In what I shall call the Requirement of Independent Veri-

fiability, or RIV, wê have von I,tright's replacement for

RID. LCA now has the following premises: (1) DER is

a necessary condition on cause and effect; (2) DER

implies RIV; (3) RIV is not satisfied in the case of

an action and its intention-belief complex. It follows

that the intention-belief complex cannot be the cause of

the action.

How does the argument from the nature of the

inference in (PI') relate to LCA as reformulated in the

light of RIV? Suppose that any successful attempt to

verify the premises of (PI') also verifies its conclus-

ion, and vice versa. l{hile the premises may not form-

ally entail the conclusion, to have shovrn that the pre-

mises are true is to have assured the truth of the con-

clusion and, conversely, once r¡re can assume that the

action mentioned in the conclusion is before us, \^/e are

assured of the truth of Ëhe premises. So the claim

that (PI' ) exhibits ex post actu necessit y points

to the fact that its premises and conclusion fail to

satisfy RIV; from which it follows, by the argument of

16 von Wright, E lanation and Understandin
pp.94-95. Cf., R. Taylor, ct on urpose, pp. -5 2.
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the last paragraph, that actions and the occurrences

which form their irnrnediate íntentional backgrounds are not

causally related.

Let us set down f.or future use a statement of the

Requi::ement of Independent Verifiability :

RIV If C causes E, then r^/e rnust be able to verify
that C occurs independently of verifying that E

occurs, and rtíce versa

According to von \^Iright, the premises and the conclusion

of (PI') are not independently verifiable, and so do not

satisfy RIV. Two points of clarification should be made

here. One is that, onthe interpretation of. 'verifies'

employecl by von tr'lright, wê verify that X occurs by verify-

ing either the statement tX occurs' (or sonÌe statement to

that effect), or by verifyins some other statement which
a7

imP lies the former statement. The other point is that

üre can faírLy take it that we are able to verify the occu-

rrence of C independently of verifying the occurrence of E

if there is a rüay open to us of veri fying the occurrence

of C without also verifying the occurrence of E. SimilarLy

for the vice versa case.

Let the ordered paLr of occurrences to which the

premises of (PI') refer be lt, b\ , and the occurrence ref-ett'
-/

ed to by the conclusion be a. Further, let IRIV 
x, y stand

for'x and y satisfy the Requirement of Independent Verifi-

abilityl . Then, adopting expressions famili¡r from 1.3.1,Ìve can

17 See Explanation and Understanding, p. 116.
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rro$/ formally state von Inlright's verificationist version

of LCA as follows:
(x) (v) (CR*, y

(x) (y) (DER*, y

(1)

(2)

+

+

DERxry )

Rrv*, y)

(3) _ *ru(i, o) , a

(4) a*(r, b) , a - 
DER(., Þ), , 

(1)

(s) ou*(!, Þ), , -_ *tv(r, 
Þ) , a Q)

(6) - oER1i, Þ), a (s,3)

(7) - .* G, Þ) , a (6,4)

In the following sections I sha11 try to show that, not

only has von l,tright failed to show that RIV is not, in

general, satisfied by (i, Þ) and a, but that (!, Þ) and

a- can be shown to satisfy RIV. Finally, of course, I

argue that RIV is not a condition on the causal relation

in the first place.

4.3.1 If (!, þ)and a satisfy RIV then von trdright cannot have

shown, to the contrary, that they do not. Let us first

of all establish the weaker claim, that von lIright has

failed to show that (L, b\ and a do not saiisfy RIV.\-' -/
Consider von Inlright's summary on the issue of the veri-

fication of the premises and conclusion of the practicai

sy1 logism:

The result of our enquiry into the verification
problem is thus as follows:- The verification of the conclusion of a pract-
ical argument presupposes that we can verify a
correlaied set of premises which entail logically
that the behaviour observed to have occurred is in-
tentional under the description given to it in the
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conclusion. Then we can no longer a
premise.s and deny the conclusion, i.
correctness of the description given

ffi
õ

of

rm these
deny the.
the ob-

served behavíour. But the set of verified premises
need not, of course, be the same as the premises of
the practical argument under discussion.

The verification of the premises of a pract-
ical argument again presupposes that we can single
out some recorded item of behaviour as being intent--
ional under the description accorded to it either
by those premises thernselves ("inrnediate" verificat-
ion) or by some other set of premises whích entail
those of the argument under discussion ("externa1"
verification) .

In this mutual dependence of the verification
of the premi.ses and the verification of the conclus-
íons in practical syllogisms consists, âs I sgq it,
the trutñ of the Loþical Connection Argument.lS

hlhat correlated set of premises must be verífied before we

can verify the conclusion of a practical argument? Vtre are

told that they need not be the premises of the practical

argument under discussion (although of course they may

be) but that, in effect, they must logica1ly entail its

conclusion. It can quickly be shown that no set of prem-

ises could satisfy these requirements.

Von trlright himself admits that the premises of a

practical argument do not logically entail their conclus*

ion. But, in that case, the correlated set of premises

are n'ot those of the argument under discussion, since the

correlated set of premises are required to entail the

conclusion of that argument. 0n the other hand, according
10

to Mackiei' the verification of the conclusion of a

practical argument would almost always have to involve the

verification of the premises of Lhe same practical argument,

because it is only where two or more practical arguments

to the same conclusion have true premises (i.e., vrhere,

18 von trIright,
pp. r15- 16 .

Explanation and Understanding

19 In The Cement of the Universe p. 29L.
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on the causal theoristrs account, the action was over-

determined) that some additional set of correlated prem-

ises is availabl o.20 But even suppose that we do in gen-

eral have a correlated set of premises whích are the prem-

ises of some other practical argument leading to the

same conclusion; they cannot meet the requirement that

they entail that conclusion. Not, at least, given the

admission that Lhe premises of a practical argument do

not entail their conclusion. Thus, the set of premises

correlated with Lhe conclusion of the practical argument

under discussion, and supposedly required in order to veri-

f.y it, cannot be the premises of any practical argument

leading to that conclusion.

It seems that, in order to have it that the

conclusion of a practical argument is verifiable at aLL,

von V'lright will , ât least, have to drop the requirement

that the correlated set of premises entail that conclus=

ion. However, it might be thought that, âs an alternat-

ive move, von I,lright could retain the entailment require-

ment,, and treat the correlated set of premises as "prem-

ises" only in the sense that they are the premises of an

ordinary argument with the same conclusion as that of

the practical syllogism. This second possibility is

worth canvassing briefly.

As it stands this second option is not going

to help establish the conclusion von I^Iright T,vants from

20 The causal theorist underestirnates Lhe avail-
ability of those premises if he follows Mackie, ho\,,rever,
for an additional set of premises may be true without
over-determination--at least if Kim's case stands.
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the first half of his enquiry , viz. , that one cannot

verify that an agent's behaviour is describable as an

action of a certain kind without also verifying that

he has a corresponding intentional background. For,

since the set of statements correlaterl wíth the conclus-

ion of the practical argument under discussion are not

no\^7 supposed to be the premises of some practical argum-

ent which has that conclusion, they may not imply that

he has some appropriate intention and belief. This

defect can be quickly remedíed, of course, by simply

building that implication into the requirement on the

correlated set of statements. Thus it might be maintain-

ed that the conclusion of a practical syllogism cannot be

verified without also verifying a correlated set of state-

ments which both entail that concl-usion and entail the

premises of some practical argument which has that con-

clusion. Indeed chis reformulation carries the advant=

age over simply dropping the claim that the correlated

set of premises must entail the concl-usion of the pract-

ical argument under discussion, in that it still follows

that, in verifying the correlated set of statements, we

verify (through entailment) both the conclusion of the

practical argument, and the premises of some practical

argument having that conclusion.

In the next section L will show that neither of

these conditions need be satisfied in verifying the

conclusion of a practical argument. Before we turn to

that, however, let us recall von itTright's statement of LCA
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Let it be asked how, in a given case, one ascert-
ains (verifies) whether an agent has a certain in-
tention, "v7ills" a certain thing--and also horv one
finds out whether his behaviour ís of a kind which
his intention or will is supposed to cause. Strould
it turn out that one cannot answer the one question

il'*?ïl å H:, Ë";:':'?f;*::,,;'3r ¿ "'f ?"nll'o åil:iÎ5i?l'
Both the condition originally put forward by von l^Tright--

that we cannot verify the conclusion of a practical

argument without also verifying the premises of some

practical argument which imply that conclusion--and the

amendments suggested above, imply that one cannot verify

the conclusion of a practical argument without also veri-

fying tTre premises of some practical argument which has

that conclusion. However, this seems too loose a require-

ment for what vonlnlrightwishes to establish. Suppose

that Èhe practical ârgument under discussion is the follow-

ing:

PI., A intends to bring about gI
A considers that he cannot bring about p

' unless he does a
Therefore A sets himself to do a.

And let us allow that there is some other practical argu-

ment with the same conclusion, which T/üe may take as:

PIZ A intends to bring about g
A considers that he cannot bring about g
unless he does a

Therefore A sets himself to do a.

Suppose further that, in accordance with all of the above

conditions, we verify the statemenL 'A sets himself to

do a' by verifying the premises of PT, (either dírectly

von !{right,
P. 94.

2L Exp lanation and Understanding,
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or by the means of some correlated set of statements

which imply them). Although we have nol^l verified the

conclusion of PI' wê have not verified that A has the

intention specified in PIt. So, in such a case, we can

"fincl out v/hether his behaviour is of a kind which his

intention or will is supposed to causerr, without ascer.t-

aining (verifying) that the agent has that 'certain in-

tention, "rnrills" a certain thing'. Thus, even íf a¡y of

the above conditions did need to be satisfied in order

Ëo verify the conclusion of the practical argument under

discussion, the LCA conclusion is still elusive.

Furthermore, the narrovler condition that would

presumably aid in establ.ishing the LCA conclusion, vLz.,

that the set of premises correlated with the conclusion

of the practical argument under discussíon rrrust be either

those of that practical argument or impty the premises of

that practical argument, is not acceptable-at least, not

wíthout qualification. For, wherever an additional pract-

íca,l argument with the same conclusion is available,

its premises, OT some further set of statements which

irnply them, would do the job just as we1l.

4.3.2 LeE us nov/ turn to the stronger claim, that (i, b) and

a in fact satisfy RIV. This is the contention of M. C.

Bradley in his Paper 'Two Logical Connection Argtrments

and Some Principles of Causal Connection' Bradley takes

(i, Þ) as the ordered Pair (a, Þ) where,
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(*'" intending to bring about'4, x-'s con-
sidering that he cannot bring about A
except by doing B)

andaasewhere,

e : ã's setting himself to do B.

He then tells us that:

. \¡7e can readil
and e abbreviated,
"De"l Thus suppose
x noted in his diary
b-elief about A's nec
yesterday" and rrDe'r

Iunch". - 
Then

(a, Þ) = (oe,

find other descriptions of a, Þ

Db\. and e = ou.22
-l

v
1

The sentence ' (O", DÐ occurs' is then suPposed verified

by the following sentence, referred to by 'Q',

x noted just one praiseworthy intention in his diary
lesterday, and a1l records of intentions i¡ his <iialy
relate to intentions he actually formed, and x
reached just one belief about A's necessary conditions
yesterd ay .23

This is by virtue of the fact that a implies '(Og-, DÞ)

occurs'.. It is then noted that Q does not imply, and so

does not verLfy, 'e occurs'. l'rom this it follows that

there is a way of verifying that (e, Þ) o".nrs without

verifying that e occurs. And by a simiiar routine the

vice versa case can be established. So (a, b) and e do\-
satisfy RIV.

Bradley goes on to consider Ewo problems which

may be thought to confront his argument. One concerns

whether the strong form of verification on which the argu-

ment relies is appropriate; the other concerns whether

z2}radLey,' Tl¿o Logical Connection Arguments

23rui¿.
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RIV provides transparent contexts for the singular term

positions occupied by 'C! and !E'. On the second of these

Bradley points out that RIV is founded in (Ð24 and so

must be taken as transparent, for (P) is uncleniably "o.25
As to the fírst, von lalright is obviously enrploying the

stronger form of verification, under which if one sentence

verifies another then iÈ must also imply thaû latter
. 26 ir . , - --- ^r---- c^-- ^Ísentence.-- As Bradley points out, a weaker form of

verification would bring problems for RIV in any "u""-27
Given these ,problems cleared, Bradley's argument

does show that there is a way of verifying that þ, Þ)

occurs wittrout also verifying that e occurs, since we carrnot

verify that e occurs via the truth of Q. At least, this

is so provided that there is no singular term 'Ðq' which

is such that a implieslDs occurstand Ds = e or, in

245"" ,3 .3.2 above f,or (P) .

25Tr- any case, if RIV were to provide referentially
opaque contexts- for'C' and tE', ít would not plaus-ibly be
a- cóndition on cause and effect relations. S"y, for exam-
ple, that the expression taking the place of'C' is 'x's
äxposure to the ãun', and that occuring in place of 'E' is
'xl s sunburn' . Now, inter aILa, the present suggestion is
tñat E is to be verifîeð-urlã'er the deèeription 'xrs sunburn'
But 'x' s sunburn occurs t implies , and so verif ies , 'x'' s

exposdre to the Sun occurSt. In that case, the occuirences
in question, vLz., x'S exPosure to the Sun and x's sunburn,
wouid fail to satisEy RIV. But, plainly, a causal relation
is involved, so that RIV, at least under the presenL
assumption, could not be a condition on cause and effect.

26Þ̂ee Pageing, p. 116.
27 BrudLey ,

7 9 above , and Explanation and Understand-

'Two Logical Connection Arguments
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general, that there is no chain o"E implication from Q

to 'e occurs' But it is patently false that a ímplies

te occurs', and therefore there is no term 'Dg' (as

Bradley points out) and, in general, there is no such

chain of implicatíon.

sti1l, it might be claimed that Bradley misses the

force of von Inlright's argument, ín that he gives too narrow

an interpretation to the notion of a mc,de of verj-fication.

After all, it is observation and interrogation that

finally lead us to affirm that we have verifíed the state-

ments of a practical sYllogism. The procedure of veri-

fying a statement inevitably leads back to observation

and experience:

I.Ie may make the truih of some statements depend upon
the truth of others, but this process cannot go on
for ever it is through having SoÎle _experience
that we discover the trç[h ór falsehood oÍ. any state-
ment of emPirical f.act.¿Ó

Accorclingly, it may be claimed that to estaT:lish that the

occurrences C and E are independently verifiable it needs

to be shown that some collection of experiences would

establish that C had occurred, without establishing that

E had occurred, and vice versa. Thus, in Bradley's case,

v/e may agree that the truth of q implies, and so veri-

fies, the truth of 1r (O*, DÞ) occurs '', without implying,

and so not verifyioS,'e occurs'í. But this is not suffic-

ient to show that the group of experiences that ultimately

verify t (Dr, DÞ) occurst would not also verify 'te occurs'.

28 A.J. AYer,
(Pelican, 1956), PP. 20-2

The Problem of Knowled e
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For the group of experiences which verify ' (D", DÞ)

occurs'r are those which verify Q, and it may well be

that any group of experiences which together are suffic-

ient to confirm Q would also confirm ''e occurs'.

In any case, favouring talk of experiences is

consístent with von Inlright's point of attack on the claim

that the premises and conclusion of a practical syllogism

are independently verifiable, and leads us into the sorts

of consideration which he adduces in order to show that

they ^t" rrot.29 Von l^lright begins by noting that "the

premises and conclusion Iof the practical argumentl are

thenselves contingent proPositions", and that "it

must therefore be possible to \¡erify and to falsi-fy-or

at least confirm and disconfirm-them on the basi-s of

empirical observations and tests. "30 How, then, do we

confirm the conclusion of a practical syllogism? Suppose

that we see A's body Eo through certain motions which

(we have good reason to believe) bring about, sâY, the

openíng of a window. Surely this is evidence that A

opened the window? However, according to von üIright, it

is not suffícient evidence for us to conclude that A

r(intentionally) opened the window:

But in order to verify that A did a it is not enough
to verify that the result of the action came about
and to verify or otherwise make plausible that it
sras caused tô come about by some muscular activity

29 See Ex lanation and Understandi
Chapter III, Secti ons

30 lbid., p. L07.
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Moreover, suppose that A sets himself to do a, but fails.

The associated bodily movement may then not even suggest

the conclusion to us. In either case¡ vorr l,r7right suggests,

\ire can only establish that the action is intentional,

under the description given, by establishing "the pres-

ence in the agent of a certain intention end (maybe) cog=

nitive attitude concerning means to ends ."32

How do we confirm the premises of a practÍ.cal

syllogism? Surely we can begin b_y -quésÈioqing ,the agent

about his beliefs and intentions. However, âs von Wright

points out, A's response is also behaviour-verbal be-

haviour-and corresponds to the conclusion of another

practical syllogism. Holnr, then, do we know that A does

noË intend to 1ie about his intentions? Perhaps we are

assured by our knowledge of A's character, and by what we

know'of the particular circumstances surrounding the

case: A is generally a truthful person; there is no

apparent reason for him to lie; these are, in any case,

the sorts of intentions which you would expect for someone

like A in thse sorts of circumstances. These considerat-

ions are usually taken to make it reasonable to suppose

that an agent has the intentions that he says he has; but,

as von l,lright rerninds us, this evidence itself is largely

='90-"

displayed by A. trtle rm¡st also establish that
what took place was intentional on A's part, anrl
not something that he brought about only by acci-
dent, by mistake, or even against hi.s wil1. !tre
must show that A's behaviour, the movement which
$re see his body Bo through, i intentional underS

31

31

32

Ibid., p. 108.

Ibid., p. 109.
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based upon a cumulative. record of the agent's past be-

haviour (both verbal and somatic), particularly relating

to similar circumstances.

Of course it will be a.rgued that these conrnents

fall short when we consider the case of the agent him-

self proceeding to establish the prernises of the practical

syllogism. The agent need not rely on behavioural con-

firmation. However, von !üright argues that "my immediate

knorvledge of my own intentions is not based on reflect-

íon about myself (my inner states) but is the intention-

ality of my behaviour. . .." An intention and belief

complex is a behavioural sequence-not qua bodily movetnenL,

but qua "sequence mgant by rne (or undeEÊ-lqqeg by others)

as an act".33 Thus, to establish the premises of a

practícal argurnent requires the verification of its eofl=

clus ion.

First, wê should note that in arguing that the

verification of the conclusion of a practical argument

relies upon the verification of an appropriate intentional

background, von Inlright insists that the action, if it occurs,

needs to be verified under the descriPtion t doing g.q .

However, it should be made clear that while the verific-

ation of the conclusion of (PI') requires the action to

be verified under the .'description 'fdoing a', no such

strictur:e can be placed on RIV. As f.ar as RIV is concern-

ed, the action could be verified under any true description

which uniquely selects it. Again we see that the features

33 Ibid. , pp. 114-15 .
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of (PI') are inadequate for establishing the conclusion

of LCA

As Mackie notes,34 lron l,Iright's claims seem to

táu" a most implausible and unwelcome consequence. Neither

the premises nor the conclusion of a practical inference

can be verified, since it is a precondition of showing

either true that the other ís shown to be tTue. However,

when we come to von V'lright's argument for the dependence

of the verification of the premises of a practical ergu-

ment on the verification of the conclusion, Ëhis conse-

quence is shown to be drawn by overlooking the claim that

the so-called "intentional background" and ttre action

are inseparable.

Two points should be made here. First, that

the tr{ittgensteinian argument, that intention and action

are not distinct, itsel-f seeks to establish Lhe LCA con-

clusion. If it were successful, DO further argument

would be needed. Secondly, 1et us still ask how it is
that the occurrence of the action (taken noT¡7 to include

the intention) is to be verified. According to von I,trright,

vte cannot simply observe its occurrence. For all we can

see is a certain bodily sequencei or, trìrorse, "externa1ly",

r^re may have rrothing more than the agent's setting himself

in such a v/ay that the sequence would have been completed

had not certain intervening factors arisen. Relying on

community norms, educational background, and so oD, is at

best a rough guide and, in any case, according to von

p. 290.34 In The Cement of the Universe
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!üright, is notably circular. Von l^Iright also rules out

questioning the agent, even where the agelt is oneself

(that is, by introspection) . How therr are T¡/e to verify

tha t a cerLain intention-belief-action has taken place?
I

It would seem that to imbue the goings-on with intention-

ality is, as von tr{right hirnself at one stage puts it,

rather to tell a story about the "g"rrt.35 That is to

sêy, it is not just that actions cannot in the end be

verified, but that they are not the sorts of things to

which the notion of verification applies.

Thís ouËcorne would be seriously at variance with

von I,rlright' s purporied prograrltrne, for it is thus ensured

that no empirical observaLions or tests can determine the

truth-value of the propositi-ons which constitute the

practical argument. They would not be empÍ.ricat claims

at all, strictly speaking, but interprelationq of

behavioural evenLs. As von Inlríght himself admits, "It is

a characteristic of these verification procedures that

they presuppose the existence of. some factual behaviour,

upon'which aïi. intentionalist "interpretation" is then

put."36

It is perhaps appropriate to make a few remarks on von

trIright's Inlittgensteinian views, since , Lf they are accept-

able, they have the noted consequence of establishing the

LCA conclusion. My basic thrust is that the l{ittgenstein-

ian analysis that is offered by von Trtrright is irremediably

obscure, if not confused. To show this I sha1l consider

each of his statements about the nature of intentions in

Von T¡lright, Explanation and Understandins35

36 Ibid. , p. 116.

p. 115.
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turn.

Vc¡n tr{right begins by claiming that Eo estabiish

my intention and cognitive attitude in relation to an

action is to establish nothing other than "the aiming in-

herent in my behavio,rt".37 So von !trright, we might

suppose, takes intentions as the intentiotrality of be-

haviour, interpreted as a kind of aiming inhering in the

bodily movements. But then, characterLzLng intenti.onal

behaviour, he cornrnents: "Intentional behaviour, one could

sÉly, resembles the use of language. It is a gesture

whereby I mean something".38 Is the intention novl inter-

preted as the meaning of (in) the behaviour? Further

comments suggest that it is more than some infusing of

"meaning" or "aiming" into the behavioural sequence;

rather that the intention-belief complex and the action

are one:

Am I sayíng then that my intention (right now)
to ring the bell and my thinking the pressing of the
button necessary for this end is the same as the
fact that I now press the button?-Tõ-EEls shoul-d
be answered: It is not the same as the sequence of
bodily movements and events in the external world
which terminates in my finger's pressing against
the button and the button's sinking into the hole.

trncler s tood

It does now seem as if the intention-belief complex ís

the action-the intention-belief complex is the same as

the bodily sequence understood as a certain kind of act.

Now it rnight be thought that none of these suggest-

ions is satisfactory. Surely one can have the appropriate

But it is this sequence meant- by me (or
by others) as an ãct of Ïlnglng the bell-

37

38

39

rbid.,
rbid. ,

rbid. ,

p. LL4.
p . LL4.
p. 115.
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intention and belief wittrout performing the action. Ïn-

deed von Inlríght allows this hims"lf .40 Ïn any case, w€

normally suppose that the agent has the intention arrd

belief before the onseL of the actj-on. These, ít ca.n

fairly be argued, are coflìInonsense data which any adequate

account of intentions must take into account. Nor does it

help matters that von tr{right j-s considering an interrtion

and belief "right nornr", i.e., rvhen the agent performs

the action. Considering just concurrent intentions brings

problems later, when we have to allow, for example, that

intention-belief complexes can have radicallv different

characteristics-like being actions, or not.

Finally, let us turn to the claim that RIV ís not a cond-

ition on cause and effect, âs required by von I,rÏri.ght's

argument. In 3.3.5 r,r7e argued Ëhat, if DER is acceptable,

iË does not imply that every distinct occurrence is uni-

quely describable. Briefly, it can be shown that there is

an uncountable infinity of events in the passage of a

particle along some finite line segment. Yet there are

only denumerably many designations to cover the points

through u'hích the particle moves; and therefore insuffic-

ient designations to uniquely tag each event. But the

Same argument shows that RIV is not a conclítion on cause

and effect, since we always verify an occurrence under

some description or other, and there are not enough des-

criptions to go around.

40 lbid. , p. 119.
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Final-ly, it was argued in 3.3.6 that DER does

imply D, and Bradley's (P). It woul-d therefore be shown

false by the argument of 3.3.5. It is also shown to be

fal-se by the arguments of 3.3. 1 and 3 .3.3, since those

arguments show that D, is false. However, DER is a

basic assumption of von ltright's argument, so that, from

the outset, that argument was doomed to failure'
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